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PASTURES DRY

It was nearly 30 years ago that my
attention was first cal led to the value
Licensed Auctioneer,
of barley as a green crop for feeding
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
dairy cows in the late fall. I first saw
I'jrrna Moderate.
it growing on the farm of our old correspondent, Ansel Putnam of Danvers,
lilSBEE λ PARKER.
Mass. Mr. Putnam had grown it but a
u
at Law,
Attorneys and Counsellor*
few years, but he valued it so highly
MAINE.
ν
FALLS,
that he invited me down to see his crops
A Special Collection l>epartment.
as they were growing in September and
Ralph T. Parkei October. I was so well
George D. Blebce,
pleased with the
appearance of the barley that 1 imL. BUCK,
mediately adopted the practice of raising it annually as long as 1 had cows to
Surgeon Dentist,
feed. Since that time a great many
MAINE.
SOUTH PARIS,
New Eoglaud farmers have given the
Ml my best work warranted.
crop more or less attention, sometimes
with favorable results and sometimes
II. P. JONES,
otherwise. The fall months are not always favorable to the germination of
Dentist,
the seed or the rapid growth of the crop.
But as the barley comes at a time when
MAINE.
NORWAY,
other green crops are mostly past, it is
>rti.-e Hours—9 to 12—1 to 4.
worth wliilç to take a little risk on
account of the weather. The seed
Κ. SMITH,
should be sown in July or early in
August if a full crop is expected, but in
at
Law,
Attorney
southern New England a fair crop can
MAINE.
NORWAY,
be grown in a good seasou somewhat
Collections a Specialty. later.
Horne Block.
I have always been careful not to
KKKICK A PARK.
encourage too great expectations with
late crops iu northern New England for
Attorneys at Law,
I realize that there is considerable differMAINE.
BETHEL,
ence in the length of the growing season
Park.
1
Ellery
C·
A llson K. Hcrrlck.
in the ditferent localities. I was, therefore, rather surprised recently to receive
S. HARLOW,
a letter from Mr. W. J. Clapp of Barre,
Vt., in which he stated that during July
he had been plowing ten acres of sod
Attorney at Law,
MAINE.
land from which he had taken a crop of
IHXriELD.
hay. ile was going to apply 20 loads
of good stable manure to the acre and
'RIGHT Λ WHEELER,
sow three bushels of barley per acre as
land in proper
and Counsellors at Law, fast as he could get the
1
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We had hardly alighted at North
Walsham and mentioned the name of

destination when the station mastor hurried toward us. "I suppose that
you are the detectives from Loudon?"
said he.
A look of annoyance passed over
•Holmes' face.
"What makes you think such a
our

thing?"

"Because Inspector Martin from
Norwich has just passed through. But
maybe you are the surgeons. She's not
dead, or wasn't by last accounts. You
may be In time to save her yet, though
It be for the gallows."
Holmes' brow was dark wit' anxiety.
"We are going to Riding Thorpe Manor," said he, "but we have heard noth
ing of what has passed there."
"It's a terrible business," said the
station master. "They are shot, both

explosion, which had been followed a
inimité later by a second one. They
slept In adjoining rooms, and Mrs.
King had rushed In to Saunders. Together they had descended the stairs.
The door of the study was open, and

the wall. She was horribly wounded,
and the side of her face was red with
blood. She breathed heavily, but was
The
Incapable of saying anything.
was full
passage as well as the room
of smoke and the smell of powder.
The window was certainly shut and
fastened upon the inside. Both women were positive upon the point.
They had at once sent for the doctor
and for the constable. Then, with the

aid of the groom and the stable boy,
misthey had conveyed their Injured
tress to her room. Both she and her
She
husband had occupied the bed.
was clad lu her dress, he in his dressing gown, over bis night clothes. Nothing had been moved in the study. So
far as they knew, there had never been
and wife.
any quarrel between husband
J
as
They had always looked upon them
a very united couple.
Mr. Hilton Cubltt and his wife. She
These were the main points of the
shot him and then herself, so the servservants' evidence. In answer to Inants say. He's dead and her life Is deevspector Martin they were clear that
spaired of. Dear, dear, one of the olddoor was fastened upon the Inside
ery
Norfolk
of
in
the
est families
county
and that no one could have escaped
If the springs or running streams dry
and one of the most honored!"
from the house. In answer to Holmes
water the stock
or
become
stagnant,
up
Without u word Holmes hurried to a
the
stable.
both remembered that they were
in
and
they
Attorneys
regularly
condition by repeated harrowing and freely
carriage, and during the long seven
cows well fed
of the smell of powder from
to
It
conscious
SOUTU PARIS, MAINE.
dairy
keep
pays
cultivation. The latest sowing was on
mile drive he never opened his mouth.
aud well cared for, and pays largely, and
the moment that they ran out of their
Alton C. Wheeler.
James S. Wright.
the 4th of September, at which time that
deso
him
I
seen
have
Seldom
utterly
"I commend
the farmer who is not willing to give
rooms upon the top floor.
tiret sown was eight or ten inches high.
them a little extra care and attention at spondent. He had been uneasy during
to your attenCuttiug and feeding will begin when the this time of the year is simply throwing all our Journey from town, and I had that fact very carefully
growth is large enough to be worth away a chance to keep his pocketbook observed that he had turned over the tion," said Holmes to. his professional
"And now I think that we
cutting and will coutinue till well into well lined
through the winter.—Tribune momiug papers with anxious attention, colleague.
a thorNovember. Mr. Clapp has practiced
are In a position to undertake
in
Farmer.
but now this sudden realization of his
this course for several years and is well
examination of the room."
ough
worst fears left him in a blank melanpleased with results in feeding his 30
(iood Crop Weather.
The study proved to be a small chamdairy cows and other young stock, but
choly. He leaned back In his seat, lost
ber lined on three sides with books
was
he has sometimes wondered whether
there
Yet
in gloomy speculation.
an ortaking oil such a crop did not draw on TEMPERATURE FAVORABLE TO ALL much around to luterest us, for we and with a writing table facing
which looked out upon
window,
the manure applied to the injury of the
dinary
INTERESTS—FINE
AGBU'ULTUBAL
were passing through as singular a
was
corn crop which occupies the land the
the garden. Our first attention
CORN YIELD.
countryside as any In England, where
unfortunate
the
of
the
following
year, and he wished my
to
body
ALSO
a few scattered cottages represented given
opinion in the case. All crops when
whose huge frame lay stretchthe population of today, while on ev- squire,
from the soil,
3.—The
Oct.
crop
take
weekly
removed
something
Washington,
Cement sidewalks made in iS and but in this, as in other cases, we can bulletin of the Weather Bureau sura- ery hand enormous square towered ed across the room. Ills disordered
dress showed that ho had been hastily
afford to stand the loss as it is more than I marizes crop eruditions an follows :
24 inch squares for $1.25 per
churches bristled up from the flat,
aroused from sleep. The bullet had
in the crop. I The weather condition** of the week
green landscape and told of the glory
yard. Cement steps made to order. made up in value returned
were
excorn
that
the
been fired at him from the front and
are
a
chances
as
the
whole,
1 think
I ending October 2,
and prosperity of old East Anglla. At
South Paris, Maine.
on
favorable to agricultural last the violet rim of the German had remained in his body after penecrop will be larger than if planted
ceptionally
inverted sod that had received a less I interests. Under the influence of warm
trating the heart. His death had cerocean appeared over the green edge of
HOLLISTERS
thorough working the previous fall. and generally dry weather throughout the Norfolk coast, and the driver point- tainly been instantaneous and painless.
The barley might be left as a cover crop I the Central Valleys, Lake region, and
There was no powder marking either
It I Atlantic Coast districts late crops ma- ed with his whip to two old brick and
on the laud through the winter.
or 011 his
upon his dressing gown
À Easy Medicine for Busy Peopl·.
a
would prevent the soil from being wash- tured rapidly. Florida and portious of timber gables which projected from
to the country surRenewed
and
According
Health
hands.
Vigor.
Golden
Briaje
ed or blown away, but the stubble and I the Central Gulf districts suffered in- grove of trees. "That's Hiding Thorpe
her
A m*cirtc for C<institution. Indigestion. Live
geon. the lady had stains upon
of the crop will usually be suffi- jury from excessive rains, while much Manor," said he.
and Kidney Trouble-. Pimple*. Eczema. Impure roots
face, but noue upon her hand.
If I cared only I needed rains fell in the Rocky Mountrrom
HI· -I, Bud Breath, Slu^'sh Bowels, Headacht» cient for this purpose.
the
to
we
drove
As
porticoea
up
anil Backache. It's Rocky M<>uutain Tea in tub-1 for a cover crop 1 would sow some kind I iiu and North Pacific Coast regions.
"The absence of the latter means
door I observed In front of it, beside the
form, :i"> >···η[Η a box. Qtmiae made by
a little nitro- The Middle and South Atlantic States
would
add
that
Its presence may mean
of
Wis.
legume
lI'iLJ.isTEii Dura Cumpanv, Madison,
black tool house aud nothing, though
Other and Southern Texas are in need of raiu. tenuis lawn, the
to the soil from the air.
"Unless the
we everything," said Holmes.
which
with
sundial
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE gen return
the
pedestaled
only what they have taken Fiosts occurred in the Middle Kocky
crops
from a badly fitting cartridge
powder
A
associations.
dapsuch
hud
strange
from the soil.
Mountain districts and in the Upper
one may
COAma
ΛS
fariH
1f
alert happens to spurt backward
Ohio Valley, Lower Lake region and the per little man, with a quick,
Homo Laundry,
without leaving a sign.
shots
lire
many
can
had
that
Atlantic
Middle
mustache,
manner and a waxed
wasteful to plow in any crup
I northern portion of the
Ladle·* Waehtug· Wanted.
I would suggest that Mr. Cubltt's body
be used as food. By feeding to good I States, but caused no serious injury.
just descended from a high dogcart,
tbe
from
weather
double
a
prevailed lie introduced himself as Inspector may now be removed. I suppose, docanimals we get
protit
Shirt Waists and Skirts a
Highly favorable
food. If butter or fat animals are tbe I throughout the principal corn states. Martin of the Norfolk constabulary, tor, you have not recovered the bullet
Work done in the best manner.
products sold, the land should An exceptionally large and tine yield of and he was considerably astonished wldch wounded the lady ?"
principal
Hill
Street,
34
the
a
grow richer from year to year under I corn is now assured over much
"A serious operation will be necessacomSouth Paris.
only when he heard the name of my
But there
good system of cultivation. 1 like Mr. greater part of the corn belt, andnorth
ry before that can be done.
their a small
the
advise
in
well
and
panion.
the
methods
of
crop
Clapp's
part
four cartridges In the revolver.
"W by, Mr. Holmes, the crime was are still
continuauce till he can learn of a better. I ceutral portion, estimated at from 2 to 5 I
have been tired and two wounds
1 like the plan of drawing out the ma- I per cent of the total, remains exposed to only committed nt 3 this morning. How Two
so that each bullet can be acnure in summer and working it well injury from frost, and this is maturing
could you bear of it in London and get Inflicted,
counted for.
All kinds of Pulp Wood the com- into the soil for the succeeding corn rapidly. The crop in Missouri was ex- to the sjK)t as soon as I ?"
in I
"So it would seem," said Holmes.
tensively blown down or lodged, but
solicited. crop. The land will be so mellow
"I anticipated it. I came in the hope
ing year.
that a disc harrow drawn by a notwithstanding this and the damage by
spring
"Perhaps you can account also for the
It."
H. D. COLE,
of
preventing
anstate
in
without
that
land
the
I September floods the yield
good team will tit
so obviously struck
"Then you must have Important evi- bullet which has
Pond, Me.
other plowing. As there will be no will be very heavy.
we are ignorant, for the edge of the window?"
which
no
of
harrowdence
the
indicate
the
the
draw
manure,
to
reports
I As a whole,
12th, 1905.
waiting
He had turned suddenly, and his
most united
ing ami cultivation can go on at inter- decided change in the condition of cot- they were said to be a
long, thin finger was pointing to a hole
vals of a few days till time to put in the ton, as compared with the previous couple."
Most of the weeds will be sprout- week, a slight improvement being sliowu
corn.
"I have only the evidence of the danc- which had been drilled right through
the lower window sash about an Inch
ed aud destroyed by this time and thus I in Northern Alabama and in portions of ins men." said Holmes.
v
"I will ex
save labor in after cultivation.
Texas, while in other sections of the
the matter to you later. Mean- above the bottom.
plain
for
deI latter state there has been a slight
Many farmers have more leisure
it is too late to prevent this
"By George!" cried the inspector.
early terioration. The crop has suffered from while, since
there
JjUij1 plowing sod after haying thanin inbetter
r
*:i its
ever did you see that?"
"How
am very anxious that I
I
tragedy,
also
in
Louisiana,
are
f«tB
the ravages of insects
spring. The teams
•h ...1 be cieauiusesa.
I posI looked for it."
which
"Because
use
the
knowledge
should
a
after
woevils
than
work
boll
being
just
condition for uard
I Arkansas and Texas,
be
Il'j's Cream ïîalnt
"Wonderful!" said the country docwinter of comparative idleuess. In numerous in the last named state. sess in order to Insure that Justice
cli aiiMf,$ootht^an<iht'&!·
growing barley as a soiling crop one I Hains caused slight daraago in Georgia, done. Will you associate me in your tor. "You are certainly right sir. Then
the diacascU me.nbftuic.
should procure a variety that will pro I Alabama,
Southwestern Mississsippi, Investigation or will you prefer that I a third shot has been fired, and thereIt cores catarrh and ù ives
duce a large growth of fodder. In buy- land Louisiana, and seriously injured the should act Independently?"
fore a third person must have been
«way a co.d .u LLo hoau
ing seed in market one is not sure what I crop in Florida. With the exception of
"I should be proud to feel that we present. But who could that nave ncen
quieidy.
would
reason
I
this
Southern
for
in
Louisiana,
will
be
raius
furnished;
heavy
( r»am Ε-»1:α is placed Into the nostrils, spread-·
tvere acting together, Mr. Ilobnes,"
uud how could lie have got away !
advise growing one's own seed when a I Mississippi and Florida, and showers in
over '.he in ab.-vjc .iud is absorbed. Relief :i irasaid the Inspector earnestly.
•'That is the problem which we are
good kind is obtained. The tall, two- portions of Alabama and Georgia, the
t. ·'«Le λeurofoûowa. It is not drying—doe·
"In that case I should be glad to hear
now about to solve," said Sherlock
rowed variety is better than the shorter, I weather conditions have been favorable
Ί ; rode .0 sneezing. Large Size, 30 eents at l)ru^rem
"You remember, Inspector
Holmes.
four-rowed, though it might not pro- for picking. In the Carolinas, Georgia, the evidence and to examine the ρ
or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
duce as much grain. Of course, the Floiida and Alabama, it is estimated ises without an instan! of unnecessary
Martin, when the servants said that on
L-V UUOTUEKS, M Warren Street, New Yoseed must be raised from spriug sowing. I that from 60 to 75 per cent of the crop delay."
leaving their room they were at once
55 to
Barley has an advantage over oats for a has been gathered; in Texas, from
Martin had (he good sense conscious of a smell of powder I reInspector
late crop as it is less subject to blighl 100 per cent; in Mississippi, Louisiana,
I to allow my frieud to do things In hi* marked that the point was an extremeand rust. Some are recommending the and Oklahoma and Indian territories,
own fashion and contented himself
ly important one?"
I
as this
in
Arkansas
the
with
and
of
barley
50
to
cent,
25
I from
per
peas
sowing
νυιιινοα
JL
UUl
mi
lt'ft,
with carefully noting the results. Thp
I
frost. I and Teunessee from 15 to 33 per cent.
considerable
not
is
by
injured
crop
white haired
an old,
quite follow you."
I have had excellent results from wintet
A light apple crop is reported nearly local surgeon,
"It suggested that at the time of tlie
had Just come down from Mrs
rye and barley mixed for late feeding. everywhere, only a few unimportant I man,
Jeweler and Graduate
Sown in August, three bushels to the apple producing states indicating satis- I Hilton Cubitfs room, and he reported firing the window as well as the door
that lier Injuries were serious, but not of the room bad been open. Otherwise
acre, a heavy growth may be obtained I factory yields.
for October and November feeding.
Owing to the extensive prevalence of I necessarily fatal. The bullet had the fumes of powder could uut have
the
The barley making stems helps hold up blight and rot in the principal potato
passed through the front of her brain, beeu blown eo rapidly through
the long leaves of rye and prevents states a light crop of potatoes of inI ami it wouid probably be some time be- house. Λ draft In the room was necshould
One
the
of
is
crop.
ferior quality
generally promised.
smothering
winfore slie could reg:tiu consciousness. essary for that Both door and
never be afraid of exhausting the fertiliThe fall season, so far, has been ex- I
short
On the question of whether she had dow were only open for a very
aod
I
for
so long as a good use is made I
soil
favorable
a
of
ploughing
ty
ceptionally
MAINE.
he would time, however."
of the crops taken off. I think It might seeding in the Central Valleys, Lake I been shut or had ((hot herself
"How do you prove that?"
be well to apply a little commercial fer region, and Middle Atlantic States. In I not venture to express any decided
"Because the candle was not guttilizer to the land when the corn is portions of the Southern States and on opinion, ι ertainly the bullet had been
planted, but that must be a matter foi I the North Pacific Coast dry soil con- I «'lschargcl ut very close quarters. tered."
this
for
the judgment of the owner. One should ditions have not been favorable
"Capital!" cried the Inspector. "CapI There was only the one pistol found In
had ital!"
try for full crops every time.—A. W. I work.
the
I
room, two barrels of which
C'heever in New England Farmer.
Cubitt had
YOU TO SEND US YOU Κ
"Feeling euro that the window bad
Nothing to Fear From Hard Times. been emptied. Mr. Hilton
the heart. It was been open at the time of the tragedy,
been
shot
through
I
returns
District School Not Enough.
to
If we expect
get adequate
we must
equally conceivable that he had shot I conceived that there might have been
I wish to speak a few words on th« » for the money invested in lands
the revenue we her and then himself or that she hud α third person In the affair, who stood
twice
and have them made Into handsome,
to
I
sons
ant
endeavor
of education for farmers'
get
subject
desirable
can't keep a I been the criminal, for the revolver lay outside this opening und 11 ml through
daughters. Many go to the district formerly received. You
unschools until tliey have passed theii I cow for the value of the calf alone,
It. Auy ebot directed at tills person
I upon the tloor midway between them.
an abnormal price
"Has he beeu moved'/"asked Holmes. might bit the sash. I looked, und there,
preliminaries, and then consider theii less you expect to get
You can sell
at about one-half the ου-t of any rug
education finished, even if their parents for breeding purposes.
"We have moved nothing except the sure enough, was the bullet mark!"
and proM.
wish them to go to school longer, whil< your cream to the creamery
you can buy. Send for booklet
"But how cauie the window to be
We could not leave her lying
I
lady.
the market by
others are eager for an education ant II duce calves that will top
floor."
and fastened?"
the
NOVELTY RUU CO.,
shut
wounded
I
upon
milk. Buttei
their parents do not think it necessar; feeding the warm skim
"The womun's first Instinct would be
feed
j6S Congre»· Street,
"How long have you been here, docthem to go to school after they ar< » fat is not a profitable or valuable
for
MAINE.
PORTLAND.
a hand
to shut und fusten the window. But,
I tor?"
sixteen if tbey expect to remain on tin for calves. Where you have
milk in the
hello! What Is this?"
farm. As long as they can tell hov separator you can have your
"81 nee' 4 o'clock."
best possible condition for feeding the
It was a lady's hand bag which stood
much twenty bushels of potatoes wil
"Any one else?"
ana the
the study table—u trim little band
bring at 3U cents a bushel, or three hun calves, the pigs or the chickens
here."
constable
upon
the
"Yes,
dred bushels of oats at 33 1-3 cents J 11 butter fat you can sell to the creamery.
of crocodile skin and silver,
touched
bag
nothing?"
have
"And you
their education is 0 I Tlte man who can sell from $30 to 983
Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Hem- bushel, why, then,
Holmes opened it and turned the conthe
"Nothing."
at
and
cow
fat
«
of
butter
and
sons
worth
per
I
If the farmers'
daughter
There were twenty fifty
lock and Poplar, delivered on cars at K.
"You have acted with great discre- tents out.
would go to a high school, even for on » I same time raise a good calf, has nothing
any H. K. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
pound notes of the Bank of England,
ii • to fear from hard times.—Prof. G. L. I tion. Who sent for you?"
be
noticed
would
a
difference
year,
the coming year.
held together by an India rubber band"The housemaid, Saunders."
their grammar. It would also do awa; r McKay.
E. \V. PEVLEY, Weet Pari».
nothing else.
on account of whicl
alarm?"
the
the
with
accent,
who
she
it
"Was
gave
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
tin ι
During a chat with one of Maine's
"This must be preserved, for it will
many young men and women from
and Mrs. King, the cook."
"She
the
at
May 30, 190-1.
successful
flock-keepers
as be
farm are made sport of.—Addie Miller ii ι most
figure in the trial," said Holmes
"Where are they now?"
state fair, the subject of dog damage tu !
Tribune Farmer.
handed the bag with its cou tents to the
"In the kitchen, I believe."
PARKER'S
I sheep was touched upon. The gentle
"It Is now necessary that
HAIR BALSAM
"Then I think we had better hear inspector.
Some innovations are being mad 3 man In question said that he did not I
ClMntN ami beautifies the atir.
we should try to throw some light upon
luxuriant g*"*'·'
PrunutM a
this season by fair managements. On i have any serions difficulty with dogi their story at once."
Never rails to Hcrtore Oray
bullet, which has clearly,
in Madison county, Indiana, has ex -1 when following his plan which he calli
The old hall, oak paneled and high this third
I Hair to it· Youthful Color.
Cute· «caip <l:wa*e Λ hair tailing.
the woman's bazaar, and ther M the "Winchester treatment," but wonld, I windowed, had been turned Into a court from the splintering of the wood, been
eluded
1
iUc.aaJ tUO«t UnigiiU
the room. I should
will be no place for the display ο ι did he not make use of it occasionally,
Holmes sat in a fired from inside
of investigation.
needle work, quilts and other articles ο 11 Any stray dog found prowling about hit
lnexora- like to see Mrs. King, the cook, again
his
fashioned
chair,
old
I
shot
has
great,
He
NOTICE.
quite
female handicraft. We hold our breatl > fl»ck gets a quietus.
that you were
out of his haggard You said, Mrs. Kiug,
a nnmber of them and has been threat I ble eyes gleaming
until The Clubs are heard from. An
Whei
Paris, Maine, May 23, 1905. other one is actually going to try t > I ened with suite for damages but thej face. I could read in them a net pur- awakened by α loud explosion.
said that did you mean that It
All persons are hereby forbidden hold a county fair without a horse racc have never been followed up. After i) I pose to devotfe bis life to this quest you
to be louder than the
became known that he intended to pro I until the client whom he had failed to seemed to you
of Colum- Did you ever!
trespassing on the
one?"
valuable property, worthies!
second
his
Itecc
The
be
last
avenged.
I save should at
bia Parris by dumping refuse or takIn some portions of our country • dogs disappeared.—Maine Farmer.
"Well, sir, it wakened me from mj
trim Inspector Martin, the old, gray
Bui
ο
field
a
of
ing stones from the stone walls.
ridding
way
popular
sleep, and so It Is hurd to judge.
a
Don't hurry to name a price on yom headed country doctor, myself and
rocks too large for convenient loadin
It did seem very loud."
the
thi
made
set
unlesss
up
of
stolid
you
village
policeman
apples
NOTICE.
and hauling is to bury out of reach c f crop
"You don't think that It might hav(
well up. There is no questior II rest of that strange company.
All bill· contracted against the town of Parti
the plow. Bow deep should they b β figure·
two abots fired almost at the eam<
sel
will
been
winter
sound
on the highway, either labor or material, w
but
apple·
cleargood,
buried to prevent subsequent workin ζ
I The two women told their story
want pratentot tor payment on or before the la
some mone]
will
make
that
instant?"
a
for
I
e
prioe
b
to
up by frost and is this method
I ly enough. They had been aroused
day of every month
Farmer.
"I am sun I couldn't say, air."
BaapectfuUy.
preferred to breaking up with dynamite f to the grower.—Maine
from their sleep by the sound of an
3KLCCTMIN OF FAUS.
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JOHN

—

squarel

He sank -with

Ï

to

that

mauve.

repeated. It
appeal to 'Elsie.'

three times

"I think that I can help you to pass
hour in an interesting and profitable manner," said Holmes, drawing
lii-t chair up to the table and spreading
out In front of him the various papers
antics
upon which were recorded the
of the dancing men. "As to you, friend
Watson, I owe you every atonement
for having allowed your natural curian

as

THE HEW

EUI'IRE MODEL· COAT,

am! it g>es without saying that she
will «'oiiiiiiiit' fiiis soft tint with tin'
purple pansy shades su intieh in vogue

this season.
So far but few coats have Imhhi seen,
but one never knows what pranks
American weather may play, ami the
shop windows are hum; with exeellent
examples of both artistic and severely
plain garments. There are the usual
number of devotees of the eliie short
effeets; but. generally spiiikin^. in

a trifle longei
the handsomest eoats are brought out.
For a practical coat sciullittlug mod
The smartest of
els are desirable.
these are made collarless, with silk
braid, velvet or embroidered bands ap-

three-(|uarter length and

iu empire style.
In one scene of her new

plied

play.

"Miss

Dolly Dollars," now running at the
Knickerbocker, the popular Lulu <ΐ laser
rain
appears iu a particularly stunning

coat, the admiration of every woman
in the audience. It Is a severely tailored eravenette coat. semltlttitiR and
plaited back and front. Across the
back is a buttoned strap, and about
the collar and cufTs there is η becoming
touch of green velvet. There is nothing
strikingly unusual about its makeup,
cut and lit and the a I »
but the

hos-

drive them all away."

DroadenlnflT the Shoulder·.
the
A good exercise for broadening
shoulders requires the person to place
a
his hands straight before him against
face.
door or wall, which he must
the
Straighten out the arms and let
be spread out uphands
both
of
palms
Then slowon the surface of the door.
the chest forward toward the

which Mr. Hilton Cubitt has had with
He then shortly
me In Baker street."
recapitulated the facts which have alin
ready been recorded. "1 have here

front of me those singular productions,
at which one might smile had they not
proved themselves to be the forerunI am
ner's of so terrible a tragedy.

for Vour Protection

place thin liilwl on every
package of Scott's Emulsion.
we

The man with a fish on hi» back

in our trade-mark, and It la a
guarantee that Seott'e Emulsion will do all that is claimed
fur it. Nothing better for lung,
throat or bronchial troubles In
infant or adult. Scott's Emulsion is one of the greatest ileslibuilders known to the medical
world.
We'll tend you « ïamplê tn$.

keep the dregs
diamond
pure run through;

readers
who cast aside all that Is worthless ani'
hold only the gems.

acting through

the blood, and the best b a
course of the great medicinc

One

'
Hood'sSarsapariUa
! which has permanently
cored thousands of

cases·
For tattimoaiak of iwarkiH· cam ι
Mod for Book on Rbeumatfcm, No. 7.
C. I> Hood Co* Lowed, Man »

1

\YInIi.

prompt
this method of insuring a
awakening at a given hour in the
morning only to lind their rest throughout the niuht disturbed and uneasy.
"The brain will usually respond to

night and observe how smoothly
fact works."

physiological

Dlvrrnlty of ItellKlouN Opinion Oner
For Mil il<· ii by Hcnrj \ ΙΙΙΛ
The old law books nre curious reatlwhat
ln» and give some funny idea* of
kintrs ;ind parliaments thought tliey

could do.

Henry VIII., for example, passed "an
for tin· abolishing of diversity of
opinion in certain articles concerning

art

Christian religion." It stagger* oue to
think of how many acts would he re·
quired today "to abolish diversity of
uot
opinion" in religious matière. It is
known in Scotland, the home

generally

of football, that It is still illegal to phiv
football. An act passed in 141Î4 and
man shall
never repcnle 1 says, "No
of 50
piny at football under a pain

shillings."

But Scotch ladies with a tendency to
overdressing are in no better po-ition.
Their overdressing Is still illegal. By

as to
an act ot' James II. restriction
dress is laid down, and only the wifeoi
to we.ir
a bailie or alderman is allowed
Χι
"clothes of silk, scarlet g .unis."
markt
woman is to come to kirk or
uith her face mtissaled (or veiled), tb:it

she may be known.
In the reign of <.'eorge HI. a bill was
introduced tor the linproveniei t of the
watch. By this watch-

metropolitan
were compelled

men

to

sleep during

the day.
man
James I. passed an act "that no
the·
be found in taverns drinking alter
strike of 9."

DIET FOR FEVERS.
Dilated

Milk I· the Safnl
l-'ood to Kiuploy.

Kind

During the first few days of any run
of fever there should be no attempt
made to give food, for, as neither gastric nor pancreatic Juices are secreted,
the stomach cannot digest food and It
putrefies. After the saliva and other
secretions have been restored fot»d
should be given that Is easiest to digest. Milk, which contains all the food
principles, is known as the special diet
for fevers of any sort. I Hinted milk is

Where a patient gets very
tired of the taste of milk the flavor
the
may be varied by adding, with
physician's permission, a little strong
coffee or oyster or clam broth.—Chi-

Fonr Sort· of Render·.
There are four sorts of readers—hoar
runs in
glass readers, whose reading
and out and leaves nothing: spougt
readers, who imbibe all, but on!y give
It out again as they got It aud perhap·
win
not so clean; Jelly bag readers,
and refuse amHet tin

require· constitutional

Any Hour You

"We hear it frequently asserted that
if persons will impress the thought
(irmly upon their minds and continue
thinking about it until they have fallen
nsleep that they desire to awake at a
certain hour in the morning they will
do so without fail," said I»r. Joseph
Boehm in the St. Louis Clohc democrat. "But how many people have tried

peptonized
digestible.

also good.

b one of the constitutional
It manifests itseU
diseases·
I
in local aches and pains,—
inflamed joints and still
muscles,—but h cannot be
i cored by local applications.

Easy Schemp I» Kntl Your Sleep at

Invalids, by the way, prefer mon· salt and less sugar In any
If plain milk agrees with the
dish.
patient he may be allowed to have
from one to two quarts in twenty-four
Milk and barley waters and
hours.
milk are all nutritious and

ly press

Rheumatism

THE WAKING PROCESS.

palatabllity.

to bend
door. This will cause the arms
time
at the elbows, but at the same
will throw back the shoulders. Rowing
will broaden the shoulders very perare
ceptibly. Exercises with dumbbells

4

|Our readers may have any <i'i· stlon
coniiTiilii!; fashions or fabric* Ηΐι:»\ν«·ι>·«1
t>v Κι·η·· (>·■•«••raiix the fa.dron < χ|>··ιΐ. !>y
·9,
I»··*·< raiix. I*. O. liox
addressing
Maiiison Κ ,:are. New Vork, inclosing
stamp for r«-ply.I

cn«Ier of digestion than the pure milk,
which curdles almost as soon as it enters the stomach. Une part of limewater to oue of milk is a good proIs
portion. Milk and mineral water
FUI a glass half full
also excellent.
of milk and then till up with the mineral water. A little salt increases Its

"Never, Michael!" replied Dumas.
"Never! (ίο at once aud find me a
fourteenth dog."

osity to remain so long unsatisfied.
To you, inspector, the whole incident
may appeal as a remarkable professional study. I must tell you, first of
all, the interesting circumstances connected with the previous consultations

which is an inch and a half wide band,
The
is the fashionable business hat.
brims of this season's stilï derbies curl
rather more Hatly than those of last
season, the crowns being very much
the same I dock.

OLD ENGLISH LAWS.

perfect

dog

which can be folded into a

silk,

est

surprisingly small roll and put into the
pocket. Λ low crowned s >ft hat. around

some

solute style it carries with it make
woman who sees it pine ami
every
pitable as his master, aud this dog
coat.
to Monte sigh 'for a rain
once invited twelve others
For street wear one of the very newafter hl<
named
Dumas'
palace,
Cristo,
in est things is the Inverness pelerine.
famous novel. Dumas' factotum
This wrap Is essentially graceful and
whole
the
off
drive
chief wished to
attractive in appearance and so easily
pack.
on and olf that its popularity
"Michael," said the great romancer. slipped
It is assured. The under portion of this
"I have a social position to sustain.
and cape is fashioned sleeveless, with open
entails a fixed amount of trouble
arms slip, over
I have thirteen ings through which the
that
You
say
expense.
falls in un
me out which the long outer cape
are
eating
that
and
they
dogs
In blues these wraps
lines.
an
broken
What
Thirteen!
of house and home.
have a smart military effect, and in
unlucky number!'
with turnover collar of
"Monsieur—If you will permit—there small checks
must velvet they are extremely becoming.
Is but one thing left to do. I
u

ered in a Persian design, through which
gold threads were scattered. This was
The embroidered
worn loosely tied.
crape was also puffed Into the bottom
of the sleeve.
Swagger clubmen and other well
dressed New Yorkers are gradually
laying aside the old fashioned opera
hat for a s >ft felt hat lim^l with soft-

this

CONTOfUXD.J

Hospitality.

the throat on either side was a soft
crape scarf exquisitely embroid-

cream

this makes the brain uneasy and results in the disturbed slumber. Simply look at the watch or clock, as I
have indicated, and the influence of
the mind over matter will be clearly
demonstrated in the morning. Try it

difficulties.

Dumas, the elder, hud

ed in front In an unusual dcslgu. The
upper portion of this coat was a fascinating combination of the clotb, with
η touch of black velvet and clotb of
gold about the collar and cuffs. Frotn

peat

was cer-

of some house or Inn at which the
writer was staying."
Inspector Martin and I had listened
with the utmost Interest to the full
and clear account of how my friend
had produced results which had led
to so complete a command over our

[TO

and all the rich, odd tints seen in sky
and water is the rage in Paris this
winter.
In evening coats light blue broadcloth is a close rival of the always elegant white, and very light cbampague
tints are again exceedingly fashionable. In this latter shade a very beautiful coat in seven-eighths length was
recently seen, the skirts of which round-

sorbing thoughts intervene between
that and the moment one is locked in
slumber the night's rest will be easy
and unbroken, and promptly at the
hour in the morning, as a rule, one will
find oneself released from sleep and
wide awake. There is no need to reit over and over in the mind. All

Here I could ouly make sense by putting Τ and G for the missing letters
aud supposing that the name was that

BK

A Paris fashion antliority says, "If
you'd la» clile ami Parisian, wear blue,"
•u*l certainly tiiin color in dark, pastel

the will and awaken one in the morning near the desired hour under any
circumstances, but to prevent the unbroken, uneasy sleep the adoption of
only a very simple device Is necessary.
The last tbinu before getting into bed
take a watch or clock and turn the
hands to the hour at which one wishes
to rise and gaze at this Just lomr
enough to fix the hour firmly on the retentive memory. Then if no other ab-

AM HERE ABE SLANEY.
I had so many letters now that 1 could
proceed with considerable confidence
to the second message, which worked
out In this fashion:
A ELRI. ES.

parted
spector and myself remained.

I

sleeves above the elbow.
Mrs. Mackay is most partial
hazy shade of lavender culled

AM IIEUE A Ε SLANE
Or, filling in the obvious vacancies In
the name:

Elrlge's

with the note, Sherlock Holmes gave
liis instructions to the servants. If any
visitor were to call, asking for Mrs.
Hilton Culiitt, no Information should
be given us to lier condition, but he was
to be shown ni once into the «irawing
room. He Impressed these points upon
them with the utmost earnestness.
Finally he led the way into the drawing room, with the remark that the
business wus now out of our hands and
that we must while away the time as
best we might until we could see what
was in store for us. The doctor had deto his patients, and only the in-

;

cloth frock, the skirt of which was liedecked with billowy rutiles galore.
These tiny rutiles trimmed the bodice
in a fichu effect and also finished the

becomes:

should do well to take it, as I have
chemical analysis of some interest to
linish, and this investigation draws raply to a close."
When tiie youth had been dispatched

It

multimillionaire, and together the}
It· it Ii svelte
make a striking picture.
and girlish looking, they may well af
ford to affect the tlutfy. feminine style
At Sherry's a few evenings ago the
duchess was gowned in a soft chiffon

E SL .NE
M .EUE
"Now, the first letter can only be A,
which is a most useful discovery, since
it occurs no fewer than throe times In
this short sentence, and the II is also
apparent In the second word. Now it

we

treatment

making a short stay in America, w;l·
several times in town with liet
handsome mother, Mrs. Ο. II. I'. Bel
Her gnu··» Is an intimate friend
mout.
of Mrs. Clarence Macka.v, wile of tin
seen

this fashion:

a

>

tng the forenoon hours. 11er*» my ladj
may be seen in gowus Parisian and
otherwise, which are to lie purchased
copicd or altered to suit lier iudividua
taste. With lint, gown and accessor leiordered at once, she tries them on tie
ii i id closed doors, obtaining a satisfactory ensemble before leaving.
I Mir itg the week the Duchess of Marl
borough, Consuelo Vanderbilt, who i*

tried all other four letters ending In
E, but could iiml none to tit the case.
So now I was In possession of <\ Ο
and M, and 1 was In a position to attack the first message once more, dividing it Into words and putting dots
for each symbol which was still unknown. So treated It worked out In

remarkto telecalculations prove to be correct, you may have
a particularly dangerous prisoner to
convey το the county Jail. The boy
wlu takes this note could no doubt forward your telegram. If there is an aftI think
ernoon train to town, Watson,

[

steamer, and the suburbanites are eu
joying the first-night theater attractions in tlie evenings and crowding tin
private fitting rooms of the shops dur

Burely

to
put It Into the hands of the person
whom It was addressed, and especially
to answer no questions of any sort
which might be put to him. I saw the
butslde of the note, addressed in straggling, Irregular characters, very unlike
Holmes' usual precise hand. It was

■

season.

are

In this
tainly some
But
way I had got my I» S and I.
what appeal could It be? There were
only four letters In the word which
preceded 'Elsie.' and It ended In E.
I
the word must be 'COME.'

He took from his pocket the various
In
slips of the dancing men. With these
front of him he worked for some time
at the study table. Finally he handed
to
a note to the boy, with directions

RUGS

I

was

rlge's farm."

CARPETS

The summer stay-nt-home>
again welcoming on the avenue an
occasional glimpse of the really smart
set returning to town by train and

lug

It occurred to me that If (hese appeals
came, us I expected, from some one
who had been Intimate with the lady
In her early life a combination which
Contained two E's with three letters
between might very well stand for the
examination I
On
'EI.SIE.'
name
found that such a combination formed
the termination of the message, which

not, sir."
Holmes thought for a little, and then
a curious smile played over his face.
"Saddle a horse, my lad," said he. "I
shall wish you to take a note to El-

consigned to Mr. Abe Slaney,
farm, East Ruston, Norfolk.
"I think, Inspector," Holmes
ed. "that von would do well
graph for an escort, as. If my

By RENE DEVERAUX.
Not for s>me mouths have the streets
uf New York been so crowded as dur
ing the last few fine days of Septeui
bor, the glorious autumn weather in vit
ing all to get in shipshape for the com

stand respectively for Χ, Λ' and R.
"Even now I was in considerable
difficulty, but a happy thought put we
In possession of several other letters.

night?"
"Maybe

WANTED

J

settee.

off in the direction of East Huston.
"Is It a lonely farm?"
"Very lonely, sir."
"Perhaps they have not heard yet of
all that happened here during the

NORWAY,

J

the

a
place. The stable boy threw light upthat a
on the matter by remembering
farmer of that name lived some miles

J

ΚI

deep urouii

to

Pasttl Shades—New Fall Shapes In

Masculine Headwear.

pointed to its belntf a reply
written by the lady. Accepting It as
correct, we are now able to say that
the Rymbols

this lady should never recover consciousness wo can still reconstruct the
that
events of last night and Insure
I wish to
justice be done. First of all,
know whether there Is any inn in this
neighborhood known as Elrlge's?"
The sen-ants were cross questioned,
but none of them had heard of such a

Optician.

premises

a

on

Vogue

cumstances

"1 nave no acsire to muite mysterien,
but It Ih impossible ut the moment of
action to enter Into long and complex
explanations. I have the threads of
Even If
this affair nil In my hand.

HILLS,

j

gle short sentence. Speaking roughly,
Τ, Α, Ο, I, N, S, H, R, D and L are the

Copyright by Collier'* Weekly.

M

WANTED.

of a
may be shown in an average
printed sheet may be reversed in a sin-

other short sentences and one message,
which appeared, since there was no
flag, to be a single word. Ilere are the
symbols. Now, in the single word I
have already got the two E's coming
second and fourth in a word of five letters. It might l>e 'sever' or 'lever' or
There can be no question
'never.'
that the latter as a reply to an appeal
is far the most probable, and the cir-

Bryant's

OLD

marked, and any preponderance which

numerical order in which these letters
but Τ, A, Ο and I are very nearly abreast of each other, and It would
be an endless task to try each combination until a meaning was arrived at.
I therefore waited for fresh material.
In my second Interview with Mr. Hilton Cubitt he was able to give me two

Correspondence

iiiuxtor

were

occur,

Wanted.

L

the figure was bearing a
not, but It was

some cases

from the wuy In which the
distributed, that they were
used to break the sentence up into
words. I accepted this as a hypothesis
and noted that Ε was represented by
"But now came the real difficulty of
the inquiry. The order of the English
letters after Ε is by no means well

flags

proceed

Specialty.

J

recognized,

probable,

then clear the whole matter up once
and for all."
"Just as you wish, Mr. Holmes, so
long as we get our man."

—-

CATARRH

flag und>in

out (juestiou wherever Holmes led.
"Whom do you suspect?" he asked.
There are
"I'll go Into that later.
several points In this problem which I
have not been able to explain to you
I
yet. Now that I have got so far
on my own lines and
had best

J

Nasa!

some cases

tion,
admiration and ready to follow with-

Rûcky Mountain Tea Nuggets

April

—

once

than to say with some confidence
that the lymbol * stood for E. As you
are aware, Ε Is the most common letter In the English alphabet, and it predominates to so marked an extent that
even in a short sentence one would expect to find it most often. Out of fifteen symbols in the first message four
were the same, so it was reasonable to
set this down as E. It is true that in

Tin· country inspector's face bad
shown his intense amazement at the
rapid and masterful progress of Holmes'
investigation. At first he had shown
some disposition to assert his own posibut now lie was overcome with

Dealers

—

A Passing Glimpse of the Duchess of
Smart Pelerines the
Marlborough
In Wraps—Evening Coats In

more

spector
complete."

A. W. Walker &. Son,

ICE, COAL,
LIME, CEMENT

children.

"Having

ed up a li t.!· brazen cylinder.
'"Hie re"I tlh.ug'it so," said 1·?.
volver ha J an eje.-to.·, nul hero Is the
I really think, Inthird eartri 'se.
.Martin, that our case Is almost

candle was burning upon the table.
Their master lay upon his face In the
lie was quite
center of the room.
dead. Near the window his wife was
crouching, her head leaning agaiust

OUR WEEku
MEW YORK LETTER

however,
that the symbols stood for letters, and
having applied the rules which guide
us in nil forms of secret writings, the
The first
solution was easy enough.
message submitted to me was so short
that it was impossible for me to do

the soft soil was imprinted all over
with footmarks. Law, masculine feet
tlicy were, with peculiarly Ions, sharp
toes. Holmes hunted a'jout aoioug the
after
gl'ass and leaver like a retriever
Then, with a cry of
a woumled bird.

η

fairly fumlllnr with all forms of secret
writings and am myself the author of α
trifling monograph upon the subject, in
which I analyze ΙβΟ separate ciphers,
but I confess that this Is entirely new
The object of those who Into me.
vented the system has apparently been

to conceal that these characters conthat
vey a message and to give the idea
they are the mere random sketches of

satisfaction, lie bent forward and pick-

the soft nubbins with a little fodder.
Corn has at no time a higher feeding
quality than just when it is getting ripe.
Of course a li tie oat chop and bran
mixed will add greatly to the ration,
but the corn, supplemented by what
in pasture,
grass the cows can still get
does very well. Getting the herd in
good condition just now, even if it does
take a little more food and cost a little
for if
more, will be a saving in the end;
they start the winter right it will be
much easier and cheaper to keep them
through the cold weather.
Feed, however, is not the only thing
necessary. As the cold, frosty nights
approach and cold fall rains set in, the
cows should have a warm, sheltered
place in which to get protection; if not
in the stable, at least under a moderately warm shed. A little extra care just
now will do wonders toward keeping
the
up the flow of milk and preparing
herd for successful wintering.
Nor should the water be neglected.

ρ

offer."
A flower bed extended up to the
study window, and we all broke Into
au exclamation as we approached It.
The flowers were trampled down, and
to

By A. CONAN DOYLE,

day, gradually increasing the quantity
until corn cutting time, after which feed

I y<

"I believe that It was unuouoteaiy
I rather think, Inspector Martin,
so.
that we have now exhausted all that
If you will
this room can teach us.
kindly step round with me, we shall
has
see what fresh evidence the garden

ÎSàî "Return of

PROVIDE SUP-

Two things are important to keep in
mind in the care of the dairy herd during October. The one is to keep up the
tiow of milk; the other to prepare the
herd for the coming winter. Just after
Hy time and generally rather dry period,
when the tiow of milk naturally shrinke
unless extra care and feed are given,
there comes a time when a great deal
can be done to get the herd in good condition before cold weather sets in as
well as to keep the pocketbook filled.
To gain what was lost and lay by for
the future demands especial consideration during these months. Generally
the pasture is short and dry, the grass
hard and woody, the rains have not
been sufficient to supply succulent food
and recourse must be had to feeding.
Very few farms afford sufficient pasture
to keep cows in a good How of milk or
the young stock in a thrifty, growing
condition. When dairy products are
low and milk feed light, it is well to
look around to see if there is a substitute
for short pasture without reaching down
into the pocketbook. This can be found
in cora. Feed the cows a small quantia
ty of green corn, ears and all, twice

Dairy Feeding.

GERMINATION—MR.

THE

PLEMENTAL FOOD.

Correeuondrnce on practical agricultural toplcn
le solicited.
Addree· all communications Intended tor this department to llKMKr D.
H\um>>ni>, Agricultural Editor Oxford * l>emoorat, Parle, Sic

South Parla.

Maxim Block,
C.

The Dairy Herd in October.

AMONG THE FARMEKS.

STEWART, M. D.,

Ahead.

Patience—See what airs she puts on
Tatrlce—Yes. You know, a inembei
of her family has written a historic
novel.
"That's nothing. A member of ou
family has just finished a prehistorii
novel."—'Yc-ikers Statesman.

SCOTT k BOWNE, ""sîi'iît'i

40· Penrl Street

(■
i

cago News.

The Pimpernel.
Not every one knows what tlower Is
meant by the pimpernel In the fatuous
lines:
The white lake blossom fell Into the lake
As the pimpernel dozed on the lea.

It Is a pretty English wild flower of
the primrose family and commonly
known as "poor man's weather glass,"
because Its petals are so sensitive to
moisture that they droop before the
coming of rain. Garden buruet Is
sometimes confounded with this Engbecause it Is called by the
lish

plant

French "pimpernelle." But the pimpernel which "dozed on the lea" is a
ius, acrid plant, uot at

tdlghtly poison
all iuituble in a salad.

ESTABLISHED ISM.

JHic

Oxford
ISSUED

gemocrat,
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E. Forbes.

Τ ε km* :—$1.50 & year If paid strictly In advance,
otherwise $2.00 a year. Single copies 4 cents.
All legal advertisements
Advertisements'
are given three consectlve Insertions (or $1.50
per Inch In length of column. Special contracts
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

ers.

New type, fast presses, steam
Job Prwtwo
power, experience»! workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our business complete and popular.

Coming Evente.
Nov. 7.—Oxford Pomona (àrange. Bolster's
Mills.
Nov. 14,15, 16.—Aanu.il meeting of Maine State
Pomologlcal Soclcty, Grange Hall, Canton.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Suit and Coat Opening.
Have Your Horse Fitted.
t or CoM Weather.
Absolute Perfection.
Outing Night Kobes.
Communication from F. A. Shurtleff à Co.
The Vital Center.
The Country Oentleman.
tilasse» Cure Headache.
Typewriter for Sale.
Appointment of Administrator.

Notice.

3 Petitions for Discharge In
Lost.
For Sale.
Bankruptcy Notice.

THE D01NQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
Parte H11L

Forbes,

Proprietor·.

M. ATWOOD.

THE OXFORD BEARS.

Bankruptcy.

η ret Baptist Church, Ker. B. O. Taylor, pastor
Preaching every Sunday at 10:49 A. M. Sunday
School at 12 M. Sabbath Evening Service at
7:30 r. M. T. P. S. C. E. Tuesday evening.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covecant Meeting the last Friday before the 1st
Sunday of the month at 2:30 p. m. AU not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Universalis! Church. Sunday School every
Sunday at 10:« a. m.

Mrs. II. P. Hammond, who had been
visiting her brothers in Brownton, Minn.,
for a month, returned home Thursday

morning.

A very pretty wedding took place on
Tuesday morning, Oct 10, at the Baptist

parsonage, when Miss Ethel M. Emmons
of West I'aris was united in marriage to
Mr. Almon N. Cairns of Paris. The
ceremony was performed by the pastor,

Rev. E. O. Taylor, in the presence of a
gathering of relatives and friends. The
double parlors were very prettily decorated with an abundance of Mowers.
The bride and groom stood between two

large bouquets. Following the ceremony dainty refreshments were served
to the guests by Mrs. and Miss Taylor.
Both bride and groom have recently
united with the Baptist church in this
village and are well known. They have
the best wishes and hearty congratu-

lations of many friends. The bridal
party left in a heavy shower of rice.
Mrs. II. E. Hammond and daughter
Alice are visiting in Portland for a few

days.

Η. Ε. & Π. D. Hammond have sold
their oxen that took the first premium
Stonington is about to build a new at the fair to Guy Thurston of Bethel.
They were in all respects considered the
$10,000 school bouse.
tiueet oxen in Paris.
The Bangor music festival was a tinanBenjamin Maxim attended the Oxford
time.
first
cial success this year for the
Universalist Association at Mechanic
Ια the trial of Edward F. Cole of Port- Falls last week.
Miss Helen R. Cole, who is teaching
land for the murder of John F. Steeves,
there was a disagreement, the jury stand- in Guildhall, Vt., was at home over
Sunday.
ing to 6.
Among those who left Monday mornWest
in
the
safe
the
blew
Burglars
ing on the Boston excursion are Mrs. M.
Buxton post office Friday night, the Oth, R. Marble, Mr. and Mrs. John Pierce,
and secured about $00 in money and Mrs. O. A.
Thayer and Miss Mary Hubstamps. They also entered two stores bard.
in the place, but took only a small quan"Old Brick" has been closed for the
tity of goods.
winter and Mr. and Mrs. Brown are
The report is that old times will be re- boarding at the Hubbard House.
Miss Gertrude M. Brown and Miss
stored on the Kennebec and Penobscot
the American Ice Co., which Julia C. Snow are visiting friends in New
this
Maine News Notes.

winter,

controls most of the ice business on
those rivers, having decided to harvest
large quantities. Ice dealers, it is said,
have discovered that the ice from Maiue
rivers lasts much longer than the artificial product or that from the Uudson
and the cost of transportation is more
than recovered by the small loss from

York.

There will be

a

harvest

supper at

Mills

are

spending

a

Penley

week's vacation

take in the fair.
George Tubbs and son went to Waterford to see bis father and he also took in
the fair. A good time reported from all.
J. Q. Allen and wife have been on a
room, to protect herself, according to
her statement.
visit to her uncle in Monmouth.
Ed Allen has been on a visit to Johu
"Lobsters will bring the highest prices
in Madison.
for years this fall and winter," said a Chase
Mrs. Clara Belle Estes is very sick
well-known lobsterman in Bath this
with
typhoid fever, and Mrs. Louisa
week. Continuing, he said, "These shell
care of her.
fish are scarce and the fishermen are Foes is takiug
having hard work to obtain enough for
North Paris.
their regular customers and few are at
A. J. Abbott has a broken arm.
present being shipped out of the state.
Lewis Abbott is still on the sick list as
Another thing which will be hard to
purchase this winter will be clams, that a result of the grippe.
A. D. Andrews and wife visited his
is, if the winter is anything like the two
last, as the fiats have been frozen over a brother in Portland last week.
John Ross sold four good steers hist
part of the time, and there has to
week for beef to Curtis A Co. of Paris.
e plenty of money in the business to
James Abbott is driving team for J.
tempt men to engage in the work."
from Redding to East Sumner.
Moody
of
After shooting Laura M., the wife
Rev. Seth Benson oilers his farm for
one
the
7th,
Charles E. Smith, Saturday,
sale.
mile from Fayette Mills, James B. Dunn,
Samuel Keen's baby died last week
of
marshal
Boston,
tire
a former deputy
after a very short sickness.
the
bullet
shot
taking
himself,
fatally
We learn that Mr. Foss is to move
effect in the temple. Mrs. Smith, who back to North Paris.
is o5, will recover. The farm where the
The big moose has been in this viciuity.
shooting occurred was Dunn's property,
and the Smiths were employed to work
East Waterford.
it. He bad been staying with them for
Mrs. (1. A. Miller's father, Sylvester
There was some suspicion
some time.
Wiikins, of Hartlaad, is visiting lier. He
of foul play in the matter, but the above arrived the 7th.
is
It
is the version generally accepted.
Miss Agnes Gerry of Melrose, Mass.,
the understanding at Fayette that D. J. and Mrs. Mildred Jones and child of
will
B.
of
James
Dunn,
Dunn, brother
Cambridge have been visiting their great
not accept the coroner's verdict that the
uncle, J. W. Atherton.
shootafter
suicide
man
committed
dead
Mr. and Mrs. G. II. Keen are in Bridga
will
but
Mrs.
pri- ton for a time with his parents. AlSmith,
employ
ing
vate detective to work on the case on
though much improved the ride tired
the theory that his brother was the vic- him
very much.
tim of foul play.
William II. Chadbourne and

Iood

North Buckfield Wednesday. Bert took
two loads on C. Π. Prince's auto.
Geo. Bridgbam saw a cow moose in

with Mrs. C. H. Bates. The society
will hold an evening social on Friday of
this week, Oct. 20, at the home of Mr.
and Mr s. L. C. Bates. A musical programme of entertainment will be given
after which there will be a social hour of
games, etc., and home made candies will
be for sale. All those desiring to do so
invited to attend. Adare cordially
mission 10 cents. Children 3 cents.
Mrs. Elva E. Locke has been visiting
in Lisbon for a few days.
Mrs. Chester II. Lane went Saturday
for a visit of a week at Portland.
Miss Jennie L. Bradbury visited at
South Paris from Friday until Sunday

the Z. L. Packard Relief Corps of this
place. A pleasant afternoon was spent
and after the meeting a collation was

served.

Sunday afternoon,

Huyler, whc
Stearns, was bathing
Mr.

works for H. K.
a horse when the animal kicked throwing the mixture in his eye. Mr. Iluylei
was taken to the hospital at Lewistoc
and.it is hoped the eye may be saved.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. M. Glover are entertaining friends from Portland this week.
The annual Ilarvest Home entertainment and supper will be on Friday, Oct,
20th. An extra good time i§ expected.
We read in the Housekeeper for October the name of John Taylor as a prominent officer in the Mormon church ol
Utah. Mr. Taylor was an old classraatc
of ours. Students at Hebron Academ>
in the early sixties will remember him
well. It would be interesting to learr
how he over drifted into Mormonism.

Byron.

The bird hunt which came off last
week with A. 0. Hodsdon and W. S
Reed captains, resulted in a victory foi
Reed's side, which was celebrated by a
supper and dance at Melody Hall.
J. S. Taylor was down from Soutl
Rangeley for a day or two. His brothei
George returned with him.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Witham of Welti
were visitine friends in town last week.
Grace Ladd is at home from the Laket
where she has been at work this sum

Sanford Lucas is

mer.

The Spencer sisters are
II. Ladd's.

visiting

at G

the principal occuat the present time
and lucky is he whose trees are well
laden. Several have already sold getting $2.50 for Baldwins and 18.50 for
Northern Spies.
Plaisted Whitman has bought him a
nice team, horse, harness ana carriage

•'How broad, how deep, how calm, how eweet
Th»se dear October days !
The sky bends low the hills to greet,
and through the dreamy haze
If heaven and earth I cannot see,
Nor solve the pleasing mystery.
'TIs wonderful! October's sun
Makes paradise of noon,
And night with all her stare as one.
Pays homage to the moon.
The sun by day, the moon bv night,
Stir every sense of bweet delight."

rain so they could travel tho woods
without advertising their presence ec
far ahead, and now they have it.
Kreeland Ilerrick and wife have juel
called here and inform u» that there if
no dust in the road at present, but s
plenty of mud. These people are livint
on the Dr. Packard farm and report tb(
orchard there as producing about 10(
bairels of apples this year, whereas the
estimated crop last year was from 10CK
to 1200 barrels. The doctor lost a good
many last year in consoquence ol

sult has been

truly

to

These are the best values we have ever had
and we would be pleased to show them to any
one in need of these goods.

re-

1

wonderful.

bave many testimonials from grateful patrons but have space here for

only

one :

Outing Skirts.

South Paris, Me., April 30,1897.
me pleasure to certify to the skillfulDuring
of Mr. S. Richard* u an Optician.
the past tlx year* he has bad the entire care of
aa I
headache
the
have
I
not
my eyes, and do
did before be fitted my eyes with glasses, and I
consult
to
weak
with
eyes
would advise
It

will be in operation before the end
it another year.

Dees

give·

75c., $1.00, $1.25.

Samuel Richards,

poisons of dyspepsia, biliousness,
Bright's disease, and similar internal
disorders, don't sit down and brood over GRADUATE OPTICIAN,
your symptôme, but fly for relief to
SOUTH PARIS.
will find sure
Bitters. Here
and

Electric

you

and permanent forgetfulness of all your
troubles, and your body will not be
burdened by a load of debt disease. At

The Maine Woman Suffrage Association will hold its annual convention at
Old Orchard, Oct. 18, 19 and 20.

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

|

NEW CURE FOR CANCER.
All surface cancers are now known to
be curable, by Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
Jas. Walters, of Duffield, Va., writes:
"I had a cancer on my lip for years, that
seemed incurable, till Bucklen's Arnica
Salve healed it, and now it is perfectly

ÀJTD ADMITTEDLY

requested

to settle

same

Maine.

Norway,

TUE

Every department written Ly specialists, the
highest authorities in their respective linen.
It
No other paper pretends to compare with
in qualifications of editorial rtciT.
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a dpgree
of completeness not even attempted l y ethers.

NOTICE.

are

1831

Leading Agricnlinral JdmtiI of me Worn

The Arm of W. O. & G. W. Frothlngham havlnic this day been dissolved by mutual consent,
all persons having utm tiled accounts with said

INDISPENSABLE TO

ALL COUNTRY RZ3IDENTS

with the under-

signed, who has bought all tbe assets and

same

The ONLY Agricultural NEWSpaper,

well." Guaranteed cure for cuts and
burns. 25 cents at F. A. Shurtleff £
Co.'s drug store.

firm

are

S.B. &Z. S. PRINCE,

ESTiBUSflEb

THE

the drug store of F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Price 50c. Guaranteed.

by the

made

firm and any
one desiring nice cloth and fine work cannot
afford to pass them by.
These

WHO WISH 10
KEEP UP WITH T-Zi: TIMES.'

as-

sumed all the liabilities of said Arm.
W. O. FROTH INGHAM.
Oct. 3,1005.

Single Subscription, $1.50;
IVOTIC·.
1 wo Subscriptions, (·2.δ0 ;
Whereas, my wife, Nora F. Hopkins, has left
Five Subtcriiillons, $·«.ύ0.
Mrs. Lorinda Jordan picked a pint of my bed and board without just cause, notice Is
hereby given that all persons are forbidden to
to ϊίΛί:.flne large raspberries Wednesday, the harbor
INDUCEDEÎ.TS
SPECIAL
or trust her on my account, as I shall pay
EHU OF LAUGEII CLl'SS.
11th, and your correspondent saw a no bills of her contracting after this date.
sixth
of
at
this
Dated
day
Sumner, Maine,
cluster of five large strawberry blossoms
October, A. D. 1905.
Four Monttu? Trial Tt ip 50 cents.
on the 10th.
WM. HOPKINS.
at
the
is
Mrs. Belle Packard
working
Witness: A. L. PALMER.
SPECIMEN COPiES
Maine Sanatorium.
will be mailed free on request. It will niy ;.uv
A day or two ago we received a box
NOTICE.
l s
body Interested in any way in cnxtiy K.o
of butternute from our friend, Miss
Notice Is hereby given that I have been notifor them. Address the publ elicre :
send
J.
Pinkham
that
In
Mrs.
Jennie
to
fied
are
we
and
of
writing
by
going
Hebron,
Tripp,
her book of deposit, No. 6558. Issued by the
LUTHER TUCKER & .<■ ON,
plant some of them for the beneflt of South Parle Savings
Bank, Is lost and that she
future generations. Some one will reap desires said Savings Rank to Issue her a dupliAlban", N. Y,
cate book In accordance with tbe provisions of
the benefit of them if I do not.
at this cilice.
taken
SubscriptionHT
of the State of Maine.
The leaves are falling; the trees will the statutes
GEORGE M. ATWOOD, Treasurer
eoon be bare, but at present the forests
Of South Paris Savings Bank.
for Sale.
Dated at South Paris, Me., Oct. 16,1905.
are beautiful. Owl's Head looms up before us as we write, looking like an imNOTICE.
For sale : Second hand
mense and magnificent bouquet.
In the District Court of the United States for
For
Geraldine Whitman has sold her entire
in first class condition.
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
flock of sheep. She intends to buy a In the matter of
to
)
work
of
and
culars
sample
CHARLES H. WHITMAN, J In Bankruptq/.
better breed.
of Mexico, Bankrupt. )
South Paris Savings Bank.

complete.

Cold weather approacheth.
Wild strawberry blossoms are still
found in sunny pastures.
Almon Tyler, oldest son of L. H.
Tyler, has a dislocated shoulder.
Mrs. Nellie Gribbin of Portland was in
town one day last week.
Much complaint is made by farmers of
potatoes rotting in the ground.
A few cases of measles in the village,
but that disease can find but few victims
here.
W. F. Brown and wife have three
boarders, two being men employed in
the mill.
There is a scarcity of apples here, but
the crop exceeds that of two years ago.
W. F. Brown was visited on his 80th
birthday by a grandson from Bethel
Hill.
Men and boys are frequently seen
carrying rifles and shot guns, but they
do not find the game they hunt for.
A. B. Tyler of Walker's Mills was in
this village last week and this week will
move to South Paris.
Mrs. Hattie A. Grover was visited last
week by her sister, Mrs. Addie Lapham,
and two youngest children, of Bethel
Hill.
Our school is being taught by Miss
Agnes Barton, daughter of Rev. F. E.
Barton, of Bethel Hill.
Joeiah Horr and family moved Wednesday from South Paris to the home
farm of Mrs. L. E. Bean.
Miss Mina Tyler, after enjoying a
pleasant vacation, is again attending to
her duties in the H. W. Dennison store
and post office.

some

their Headache Patient·
tne to have glasses fitted, and the

roaa

STREAKED MOUNTAIN.

Picking apples is
pation of both eexee

West Bethel.

The hunters have been wishing foi

now

physicians

For many years

87c., 98c., $1.00, $1.12, $1.15,
$1.25, $2.00.

have sent

DON'T BORROW TROUBLE.
anyone
It is a bad habit to borrow anything, Mr. Klcbards.
DB. C. L. BUCK, Dentist.
but the worst thing you can possibly
borrow, is trouble. When siok, sore,
occupying Gil- heavy, weary and worn-out by the pains

bert Tilton's rent.
Mrs. C. T. Cornish and child are guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Parsons.
Rumors are afloat that there is liable
to be an epidemic of marrying ere long.
If this should prove to be a fact a special
artist might be required to write up in
modern style the doings; it is not my
forte. We might do something in silver
and golden weddings, but these will
to the
Boon become' obsolete, owing
adoption of limited marriages. Limited
marriages, and marriages on the installment plan, have been suggested, but
why not adopt a system after the manner
of vaccination? Time exhausts the efficacy of the virus in vaccination. Adopt
a like plan and save all the fuss of going
to law, and showing up of characters.
Why not?
The millers have all left town to-day
(Friday) and gone to court. R. H. Morrill vs. Heald & Lunt.
Mrs. Β. E. Gerrish and Mrs. Nellie
DeCoeter are still quite sick.

Thursday evening Linn's educated
dogs and monkeys entertained a good

Greenwood.

Cure Headache.

his pasture a few days since.
A. C. Whitman, M. D., was in town
Thursday accompanied by his son
Plaisted.

Outing Night Robes.

GLASSES

FULL or TBAGIC MEANING

>

with relatives here.
Their feats
The ladies of the Free Baptist Society audience at Odeon Hall.
recently met and re-organized and had a were wonderful.
Dr. and Mrs. Bradbury were in town
meeting with Mrs. Roscoe Tuell last
to visit Mrs. 'Bradbury's mother,
Friday afternoon. It is their intention Friday
to meet every second and fourth Friday Mrs. Olive Young.
Mrs. Liscoe Hall is in the Eye and Ear
at Mrs. Tuell's until further notice.
The Baptist society have engaged the Inûrmary in Portland for treatment.
Miss A. M. Robertson has sold the
able services of Rev. C. C. Koch who
will preach for the present the first homestead on Main Street to Mr. Hanniand third Sunday of each month in the bal Grover of West Bethel, and will
forenoon at the usual hour, and at spend the winter with relatives in AuNorth Paris in the afternoon. lie will gusta and Bangor.
Mr. Warren Emery already has a crew
make his headquarters at Bryant's Pond
where he will preach the other two Sun- of men and horses in the woods in
and yarding timber.
days of the month. There will be a Ketchum cutting
calls for 2,000,000.
Sunday School here every Sunday as His contract
The ladies of the Universalist Society
usual.
Mr. and Mrs. William Adams of Ber- will hold their annual fair and supper
lin are visiting Mr. and Mrs. W. H. next Thursday afternoon and evening.
The Monday excursion to Boston took
Pratt.
her a large number of our townspeople.
Mrs. Charles Marshall is

visiting
daughters in Boston and vicinity.
The Universalist Good Will Society
met Thursday afternoon of last week

«

Are theee line· from J. H. Simmons,
Married, Oct. 10, by Alfred Cole, Em.,
Mrs. Jennie A. Ingereoll and John F. >f Casev, la. Think what might have
Klllngwood. Tbey occupy C. B. At- resulted from this terrible cough if he
Îiad not taken the medicine ahout which
wood'e rent on Loring'· Hill.
Mr. and Mr·. Stanwood Witbington tie writes: "I had a fearful cough, that
and Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Warren attended iistnrbed my night's rest. I tried
ivervthing, but nothing would relieve it,
Topeham fair.
Ernest Damon and son Linwood of jntif I took Dr. King's New Discovery
Norrldgewock are visiting their old for Consumption, Coughs and Colds,
neighbor·. Mrs. Damon, who has re- which completely cured me." Instantly
cently been in town, has returned to her relieves ana permanently cures all throat
ind lung diseasee; prevents grippe and
home.
At F. A. Shurtleff &
The ceil % of the M. E. church has pneumonia.
Co.'s, druggists; guaranteed; 50c. and
been treetec jo several coats of paint.
The water from North Pond is run- 11.00. Trial bottle free.
ning on the easterly side of the river
A Bangor dispatch says it has been
while excavating is going on on the west
iefinitely decided that an electric line
tide.
and OrSeveral persons from Buckfield Grange trill be built between Bangor
and the expectation is that the
attended the New Century Pomona at rington

The burglary of Sunday night has
R. T. Flavin is repairing his house at
maoh discussed daring the
Trap Corner. He is now painting Mr. been a topic
week. Herbert Swan when hunting acDana's honse.
of the
Miss Tebbets of Portland has been cidentally came upon a large part
plunder and it was returned to the
visiting Mrs. F. E. Wheeler.
is
strong in
Mr. Cox of Connecticut, a brother-in- owner·, but the sentiment
of the
law of Mrs. H. C. Loveland, has been favor of the arrest and punishment
offenders. Other towns below Bethel no
spending a vacation here.
The foundation of the new Univers- doubt are of the same opinion.
Mr. Hano Packard has been appointed
alist church has been put in, and the
watchman.
carpenters have now begun on the night
Monday, the members of the Bethel
frame work.
went to PortMr. and Mrs. Clarence G. Morton re- chorus and many others
turned from their wedding trip about a land to attend the Maine Music Festival.
the number
week ago, having spent a large part of Tuesday and Wednesday
has
the time at Camp Concord, a few miles was increased and a large delegation
in praise of the
from here. They have been boarding returned enthusiastic
for a few days with Mr. and Mrs. £. D. whole festival.
Mies Isabel Shirley has returned from
their
until
housekeeping
Stilwell
Ν. Y.
arrangements were completed. They Brooklyn,
Sarah Russell and daughter, Mise
Mrs.
week in
are moving and settling this
Alice
Russell, the assistant in the post
their new rent in the west side of the
to
house occupied by J. R. Tucker. Mr. office, have moved from Broad Street
and Mrs. Morton are estimable young Spring Street and will care for Mrs.
who is advanced in years.
people who will be gladly welcomed Brackett,
The students of Gould Academy have
into the social life of our community
and they have the congratulations and been taking the mid-term examinations.
Thursday evening the Christian Enbest wishes of our people.
Mrs. II. R. Tueli and Miss Delia Π. deavor served an oyster supper, with
Lane went last week as delegates to the pastry accompaniments, in the diningwae
Oxford Universalist Association at Me- room of Garland Chapel. The stew
pronounced as "Bowler's best" and the
chanic Falls.
of Locke's financial results were gratifying.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester

Cummings Hall, Friday evening from ti
to 8 o'clock. Admission 10 cents.
Recent arrivals at the Hubbard House
are: Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Jack, Master
Eddie Jack, Mrs. E. A. Wiley and Miss
Maud Furbush, Lewiston; F. C. Manser,
Mrs. M. L. McQuade, Auburn; Miss
melting.
Portland; John W. Hawes,
Sparrow,
At South Windsor Tuesday Charles
John II. Davis and wife, Port- night.
Boston;
Northy, 21 years of age, was killed by a laud; Miss J. W. Payson, Portland; Miss
Hebron.
revolver shot in the home of Edwin A. O.
Huntington, Boston.
On Monday afternoon, Oct. 9th, Mrs.
Cooper, Mrs. Cooper being the only
11
ES
DISTKICT.
FOB
It
the
time.
at
other person present
Alice Gilman of Oakland, Maine Deto be a case of
was at first supposed
Elroy Dean and wife and daughter partment President of the Woman's Resuicide, but investigation led to the went to Waterford to visit friends and lief Corps, came to instruct and inspect

arrest of Mrs. Cooper. It appears that
N'orthy was infatuated with Mrs. Cooper,
and that shortly before the affair she
had bought the revolver found in the

Buckfield.

Bethel.

WMt Paris.

Typewriter

Newry.

Mrs. Will Warren of North Newry has
been very ill for fourteen weeks, but is
somewhat better now.
Mr. Ε. B. Knapp has been very sick
two weeks. The doctor thinks he was
poisoned from using paint to paint his

buildings.

A party came to town from Albany on
bunting trip and were fortunate
enough to get a splendid deer and a
nice lot of partridges.
Percy Chapman and family have
moved from North Newry to Bethel and
Herbert Chapman has moved on to the
farm he has vacated.
Farmers have very generally finished
gathering apples and report an unusually email crop. Potatoes are rotting
badly in some localities.
a

To the creditors of Charles H. Whitman in
the County of Oxford find district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 14th day of
Oct., A. D. 1905, the said Charles H. Whitman
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
House, In South Paris, on tbe 1st day of Nov.,
A. D. 1905, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
and transact such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, Oct-1(1.1905.
GEO. A. WILSON.
Referee In Bankruptcy-

Mrs.

Otis

Eastman,

Sept. Oth.
I Sirs. Wilson Emery passed away Mon·
I day, Oct. 0th, after a long and painful
I sickness. Services were held at the M.
I E. church at Stow.

I

Mrs. O.

R.

Barrows

!

West Brownfield.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he I
has been duly appointed administrator of the
1
estate of
OLIVE V. HEAI.D, late of Sumner,
and
deceased,
given
in the County of Oxford,
All ltersons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
CYRUS It. HEALD.
Sept. 19th, 1906.

The

have

Makers

One

of

returned home

I after caring for her daughter, Annie
I Keniston. She has been very sick.
Charles Barrows is hauling spool stocli
for W. II. Farrington to Stoneham.

S//OJ?

roe

fVaif£sV

new

stock of

superior

Boy»' Clothing oilers proof of
we are showing in hoys'

values that

YVe have suits for all ages.
boys from 3 to S.
Junior
Norfolk and double breasted suits for boys from S
to 16.
Long trousers suits for the larger boys.

wearing apparel.

suits for

Russian and

XX. B. Foster,
NORWAY,

MAINE.

SUIT AND COAT OPENING.
Saturday, Oct. 2lst.

H. H. Woodman, our Suit and Coat agent, will be here with a complete line of Suits and Coats. We shall make this opening a specialty

for special orders. We will take special orders without extra cost lor
ladies who arc hard to fit or require extra sizes. Coats and Suits all styles
and colors, $5.98 to $20.00.
Loose, tight fitted, half-fitted and box.
Brown, tans, black and mixed. A ribbon coat hanger free with every coat.
For a leader we shall give 1 do/en $1.00 corsets for 79c for this day only.
for
$3.00 worth of free stamps to all starting a new book. Double stamps
this sale. By buying $1.00 worth of goods we give $5.00 worth ol stamps
in a new book.

*2

FIVE THINGS TO REMEMBER:
21st.

dozen

Aim

2nd,

one

$1.00

day only.

corsets for

L.

Telephone

To Excel.

in View:

the

typewriter
partiapply

Absolute Perfection !

Clifford Eastman and wife are visiting
few weeks.

I his old home for a
I Died in Stow,

Our

ALTHOUGH CONSTANT ENDEAVOR TO MAKE

F.

A.

Mr. John Hutchins and Nat Walker ol

79c.

3rd, Ribbon

5th, place

coat

1st,

Time, Saturday, Oct.

hanger

free.

4th, just

one

M. LUNT,
136 Main St., Norway.
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SnVRTLEFF

A

F.

CO.

A.

NHtBTLEFF A l'«·

MONEY HOLDERS.

\

I Fryeburg were at Bert Bartlett's one
Another fat coon found in the trap I day last week.
Augustus
Mrs. Gertrude Stevens Leavitt assisted
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Cram spent SunSaturday morning, so that they are pay·
G. Morse have bought a timber lot in
Miss Isabel Stickney organized a ing back in part for the corn
Fryeburg Academy.
they de· I day in Kezar Falls, Me.
Kiimford, on which they will begin by
a
few
in
town
Oct,
We now have ready for your inspection a large stock of the
The academy has received quite
Loyal Temperance Legion
stroyed. While feasting on the coon in I Mr. and Mrs. C. Brickett of Fryeburg,
operations at once.
6.
gifts thus far this year, among which is
question, several hedgehog quills wert I Me., were in the place and stopped ovei
Mrs. Ellen Hilton is away on a vacanew Fall and Winter styles in Ladies' HAGS, POCKET BOOKS,
The wedding reception of Mr. and Mrs found in his meat, which caused the
a oew piano presented by the class of
night with Bert Bartlett and wife.
tion.
was held at Mr. Franfc
PURSES, CARD CASES, ETC. ; also BILL BOOKS, WAL'SO through the efforts of Miss Nettie
feasters to eat more cautiously after I
Mrs. Harry Boothe of Westbrook,
and Albert Johnson
Sanderson
Misses
Josephine
▲
Miss
Johnson's
October
6th.
commembers.
of
its
one
wards.
largo
Andrews,
Me., has been spending a few days with
THEY ARE STILL
LETS and PURSES for Gentlemen ; in many different kinds and
Florence Lamb of Bates College were at
IT
HAS
KEPT
BEST,
BETTER,
was cordially entertained.
Anna Barrows, an alumna of the acad- L. M. Sanderson's over
Harvesting a load of hay last weei I her sister, Bessie Bartlett.
and pany
Saturday
colors of leather. The quality of the goods and the prices will
The Congregational
Circle gave a seemed somewhat like
STRIVING TO MAKE IT BETTER THAN BEST.
emy who furnished the kitchen, has also Sunday and took in the North Waterdoing things out
at
Hall
last
used
harvest
is
to
be
Denmark.
which
dollars
five
Bradbury
but
it
supper
then
was
second
given
crop
ofeeason;
ford fair
please you,
The goal they look forward to is "Absolute Perfection."
for repairing that room. Mr. A. li.
Wednesday evening. It was a very sue orrowen as it is sometimes called, and I Mre. Geo. Webb has moved into Mrs.
North Stoneham.
cessful affair.
Jenness of the board of trustees has pretho weather for getting it was fine.
I Gardner Norton's house, upstairs teneOxfords $2.50 and $3 00.
Boots $3.00.
Miss Isabel Stickney left last Thursday
sented $25.00 to be appropriated in the
lias Prof. Know-it-all yet found oui I ment.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Hilton from
and
Mrs,
son
of
Mr.
following prises: For the best work in South Paris and Harold Gammon and en route to California. She will spend a why some kinds of potatoes rot so mucl
are
sole
We
Perry, youngest
agents for the VV. L. DOUGLAS Shoe
history any year of the course, ten dollars: Alice Lovejoy of Milton Plantation were few days in Beverly, Mass., where Mrs, worse than others? Those who planted Edwin Pingree, was taken very sick
You cannot find a better assortment than
for the best work iu mathematics either at Wm. Gammon's Saturday and Sunday. E. A. G. Stickney will join her. The; the red kind found them nearly all Thursday while on his way to school,
for this locality. Prices $3.50, $3.00 and $2.50.
first or second year, ten dollars: and for
L. G. McKeen and wife went to Harri- leave for the National W. C. T. U. con sound, while the white or Green Moun· and Friday morning was carried to the
AT THE PHARMACIES OF
vention Oct. 16. They go as delegates. taiu
the best work in commercial branches, son on business Wednesday.
variety rotted so in places that one hospital at Portland for an operation foi
of
East
Mr.
Samuel
Doick
live dollars.
Lebanon, hall or more of the crop was left on tht hernia. He was attended by Dr. Shaw
II. B. McKeen and two daughters and
Wednesday, Oct. 4, the seniors gave a John Adams went across the mountain formerly of this town, visited Mr. and ground.
I and Dr. Bennett of Bridgton.
31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Ice
and
Mrs.
Rowe
last
Hall.
S.
W.
the
at
sociable
week, also
Frank Brooks thinks of engaging in I Mr. Vaneor, after a long and hard job,
Academy
to Stow Sunday to Gus Andrews'.
of
Eaton
was
Mrs.
Abbie
who
cream and cake were served at the exand
wife
Thompson
an industry, which about here is com- I has placed his house in poeition on his
Elden McAllister's
daughter
Telephone 106-3.
on her way to Harrison spent a night
■a
pense of Mr. Willard. Mrs. Abbott fur- from Lewiston visited him recently.
paratively new. He raised a fine lot oi lot back of Mr. S. T. Jewett's.
with them.
nished the music and the programme
which
a
met
with
sale
cabbages,
I Although there are not many apples
ready
The regular W. C. T. U. meeting was at two cents per
Ullead.
was enjoyed by all.
and
he
inand
Mr.
in this section Mr. Fred Sanborn
pound,
says
held at Mrs. Julia Bean's last Friday tends to go into the business next year
An advisory committee of the athletic
Beautiful October weather.
Ingalls are making a number of apple
F. A. HIICRTLEFF A CO.
afternoon.
F. A. NHCRTLEFF A CO.
association has been chosen, consisting
on a much larger scale.
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF THE
I barrels.
Hunters are quite plenty in this secJennie and Goldie Cole have returned
of three teachers, two students, and tion.
The beechnuts are somewhat plentiful
East Bethel.
from Boston.
Warren and Pushard. This
Messrs.
this year and the partridges seem tc
Mrs. Ellen Chandler was the guest of
Hunters are on the war path.
committee will superintend the general Mrs. T. G.
have
found
it
out
the
first
ol
and
Ί
amongst
Tuesday.
Lary Monday
j A number from here will visit friends
athletics for the year.
East Hebron.
anybody.
SEPTEMBER 8, 1905.
Mrs. Hartland Coffin saw three deer as
has
team
The manager of the football
WALDO PETTENGILL, Vice-President.
No deer has been taken in about here I in Massachusetts this week.
she was coming over to Cloverdale Farm
IGEORGE D. BISBEE, President.
The changes in weather give the citiLEWIS M. IRISH, Assistant Treasurer.
ELISHA PRATT, Treasurer.
Mrs. D. B. Holt, after an absence of
scheduled games with the following Monday.
zens severe colds, that will not leave as yet, so far as known, and still better
Waldo
two
D.
with
Blsbee,
Pettenglll, Hugh J. Chisholm, Charles D. Brown,
schools: Two
Westbrook,
no man has been shot by beiug mistaken several weeks with relatives in Green- I TRUSTEES—Oeorge
Mr. and Mrs. Springer and Mr. and easily.
John Houghton, James S. Morse, F. Π. ilmpson.
with Thornton, and one with Bridgton. Mrs. Alexander of Portland have been
ville, has returned to her home here.
Grass is a bright green as in summer. for one.
ORGANIZED FEBRUARY I, 1693.
We have a lot of Men's Army Shoes, 8, 9, and 10, made of
Mr. Wm. R. Swan and daughter, Mies
To show how the price of labor has
Friday morning, Oct. »5th, Miss Anna camping out on Lary Brook.
Apples are not abuudant, with the exRESOURCES.
LIABILITIES.
and
Mrs.
from
Alice
the
Barrows spoke to the students on the
Swan,
Lynn, Mass.,
William M. Taylor, Arthur A. Smith ception of a few orchards.
very best of stock in every part, perfect shoes in every
changed since our boyhood, it might be
$ 305,370 !>2
of Waltham, Mass., visit- Capital stock,
$100,00000 Demand loan*
necessity of a thorough knowledge of of Windham and Samuel T. Worcester of
Mise Clara Merrill has ridden out of mentioned that some sixty years ago a I Etta E. Morse,
Regular price $3.50, AND TIIEY ARE
respect.
!0
00
Tlnn:
loans
103,148
100,000
Surplus,
domestic science. Her talk was eujoyed Portland are
at E. R. Bennett's. late, and is gaining slowly.
young lady hired out about six miles ed friends at Paris, Bethel, East Bethel Undivided profite
our price while they last is $2.50.
WORTH
boarding
182,672 75
18,'ΧΜ 3β Loans on moifgagcs of real estate,..
IT,
They are
and Rumford Falls the past week.
and appreciated by all the students.
520,929 15
731,8»i3 70 Ror.-Uaml stocks,
William Foss of Hallowell, Mr. Libby
Savings deposits,
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Baker from San trom home, and after working a while,
the Hest good» ever sold for that price. If you wear 8, 9 or
0 33
«5 Real estate,.
32,8·
290,444
Demand
deposits
her
that
she
would
E.
Dwinals Antonio, Texas, visited Mrs. T. L.
of Portland and Mr. Augustus
employer learning
Football.
37,600 00 Safe and furniture,—
1.0W) 00
Lovell.
Certificate of deposits
ι υ we can lit you.
from Portland are at Cloverdale Farm Rogers last week. They had not visited ask one dollar per week, refused to
526 14
40 (Ό Due from other iianks,.
Dividends unpaid
»
a town meetafternoon
On
60
her
on
at
that
809
Thursday
unreason78
Cash
47,954
banks
other
Due
to
deposit
employ
longer
Maine for fourteen years, and return to
Paris High School proved to be a poor boarding.
Cash on band
at which it was voted to
24,538 70
WE ALSO HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF THOSE
their home soon. They have a daugh- able price. Now there are those who ing was held,
match for Bridgton Academy at Bridgton
$1,278,952 69
West Sumner.
the report of the selectmen on
ter. and little children keep them in would be glad to pay three times that accept
$1,278,952 61) I
team
the
winning
by
academy
Saturday,
Mr. and Mrs. Garrison Doble, who Texas. The visit was a very happy price for the same kind of help and can- I the petition to lay a town road from a
When the weight of
a score of 29 to 0.
not get it.
point near the Christian church to the
F. E. TIMBERLAKE, Bank Examiner.
lived in the tenement over the store of event.
the two teams is considered the defeat
in the building
G.
E.
have,aUe<1
dnce writing land of Β. E. Brown on Kezar Lake.
their
son,
Doble,
Mertie
Moschides
is
to
Mrs.
preparing
was not so bad as one would at tiret
road
as
H°Taet
to
the
voted
build
The
town
that was recently burned, lost almost all return to Lynn to pass the winter.
think. Bridgton was a very heavy team.
An«l "we all do ftuie as the leaf," bo to speak.
(located and approbated 1500 for the
of their household goods, clotbiucr, etc.
Miss Fronia B. Ryerson returned to
One place in the line-up attracted special
same, including the land damage of $135
had no insurance. About fifty of Hebron last Thursday and passed the
Hunters are delighted with them.
so popular last season.
Wilson's Mills
attention, and that was at center, the They
I to G. A. Kimball. They also voted to
their friends and neighbors gathered in night with Mrs. T. L. Rogers. She is
difference in the size of the two men
have 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 inch leg. Price from $2.75
We
W. Buckman and wife have gone to I shingle the town bouse.
J.
of
the
church
Universalist
the
does not care for her
being very noticeable, the Bridgton cen- Τ vestryevening and presented them anxious if she
Boston on their vacation and to visit his :
Geo. H. Moore, who has been on a
to $3.75, according to length of leg. Remember if you want
«sday
father, just as she always had care of
ter outweighing the Paris center by some
J. A. Buckman.
visit to Washington, D. C., has returned.
father,
w
of dishes, silver knives and his clothing.
It
is
.set
she
will
any kind of footwear you can find what you want here.
thought
over 100 pounds.
Geo. Nason and wife bave gone to care
C. R. Pottle is at work for D. P. Lord
fc
spoons, a nice dress pattern and remain in Maine the coming winter.
Next Saturday Paris High will meet a
for
Meadows
the
winter
at the village.
Camp
through
ο
jT useful articles too numerous to
Miss Belle DeCoster is now keeping
team from Bliss Business College, Lew·
for the Parmacbeenee Club.
Quite a large delegation from Delta
mention. R. N. Stetson made the pre- house for her father.
iston, the game to be played on the high
Π.
and
W.
A.
W.
Hart
are
entertainof Masons of this place visited
which was replied to by
Lodge
sentation
fair
at
the
the
19th
of
speech
grange
Grange
school grounds in this place.
ing their mother, Mrs. Stevens, of Lan- the lodge at Waterford Tuesday evening.
Comrade Frank Brown in behalf of Mr. the present month.
■
and other relatives from New
C. M. Farrington of the Centre is
NORWAY. MAINE.
IN OPERA HOUSE
and Mrs. Doble. The evening passed
Mr. Stillman Horsey visited his daugh- caster,
Why it Ls Tumbledown Dkk.
Hampshire.
drawing sweet corn from the village to
with music and games. Re- ter, Mrs. John Harper, last
pleasantly
Democrat
Saturday.
the
Wise
Mrs. George
F. W4 FAUNCE, Salesman.
gives
Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.
Mrs. Fannie Rogers of Groveton, N. Fryeburg station, and boarding at the
freshments
consisting of homemade He has gained in strength of late and
an
explanation of the name of the candies and
11., has been visiting friends and rela- village.
A pa- looks
were served.
It's so much wiser to be ready than to have the
apples
11B-8.
finely.
in
Tumbledown
Telephone
Dick,
Peru,
mountain,
tives in town the past week.
Mr. E. Lane has sold hie farm and ie
per has been circulated and about $40.00
The accidental shooting of Basil Reed,
Mrs. A. W. Hart has gone to Crafts- I
regarding which a correspondent of the raised
You
lose
catch
unawares.
first
The W. R. C. gave
for
them.
you
chilly
days
not
sold to his
moving his property
Democrat recently asked. When Mrs.
the 14-year-old ion of Β. B. Reed of
to visit her people.
them $5.00.
home in Auburn. His daughter, Mrs. bury, Vt.,
Wise was a girl she taught school near
rather than gain by waiting, for surely there is keenA party from Bethel went up the Weat Tremont, by Roy Eaton, a schoolof Prospect Harbor, Smith, will return to her home in
Whittaker
Irving
Boston, Magalloway on their vacation
the foot of the mountain, and a man of
mate, while the two were gunning for
Thursday
at Mrs. K. G.
been
who
has
visiting
her
health
in
the
couner satisfaction in the first pickings.
having regained
70 who lived there told her the story.
Messrs. Jepson and Ung of Melrose,' ducks, is reported. The boys were in a
Small's and D. D. Small's, left Friday to try.
fired
The tradition is that an Indian who was
had
launch
and
Eaton
have
been
on
a
just
out
naphtha
Mass.,
trip
camping
return home by the way of West Paris.
called Dick once chased a deer over the
of three weeks, going down to the Um- at a bird when be dropped his gun, and
Just a few words about ours. We have a large
There was a husking bee at Mr. Fred
Oxford.
brow of the high perpendicular precipice
the second barrel was discharged. The
Ε. K. Bennett guide.
Sunday.
bagog
Farrar's
They
evening.
Thursday
the
of
a
feature
is
so
which
variety of SUITS in CASHMERES, WORSTEDS,
striking
The annual meeting of the Parsonage
Wm. B. Garfield has gone on a canoe charge struck young Reed fall in the
busked 153 bushels of corn. A bountiHe
mountain, and man and deer went down
was held on Wednesday at the trip up the Diamond.
Ernest Bennett breast, knocking him overboard.
Society
than
more
and SCOTCH EFFECTS, cut in the latest styles
to
served
was
ful
sixty home of Miss
supper
to death together, as must any animal
was dead when he was taken from the
Coming and officers elect- guide.
There was an abundance of
which tumbles over this cliff. Others persons.
Made by the best
water.
Married
Oct.
Ε.
H.
ed for the ensuing year:
of single and double breasted.
8th, by
Brooke,
who formerly lived in the vicinity of the red ear>.
Arthur Littlehaleand Ellen Ripley.
Preeldenk-Mr·. Ν. T. Froet.
Esq.,
makers in the world and our prices are $5, $7.50,
mountain have told Mrs. Wise that they
WOUNDS, BRUISES AND BURNS.
Vice-President—Mrs. Chas. H&nscom.
Hiram.
Sec. and Tree·.—Mrs. James Cook.
Cut Sumner.
have heard the same tradition.
By applying an antiseptic dressing to
■x. Com.—Mrs. C. S. Hayes and Mrs. Chas.
Dr. James T. Boutelle of Hampton,
$iO) $12) $13» $'4' $'5»
$'7»
The remains of Mrs. Carroll Benson wounds, bruises, barns and like injuries
Santa Fe detectives, cUiguUed as tramp·, have Va., who has boarded some weeks at Davis.
sets in, they may
fourni that Its trainmen have been carrying Eli C. Wadsworth's
has return- Refreshments of coffee and cake were were brought from the insane hospital before inflammation
cottage,
at Augusta on Monday for funeral servi- be healed without maturation and in
paeaenger· at greatly rt:«luce<l to lea on the comed home. On his arrival here he was served. Adjourned to meet Thursday,
pany'· California Une· an«l pocketing the
ces and burial.
She went to the hospital about one-third the time required by
Carpets, Art Squares, Carpet Sized Rugs, Mud
money.
recognized by another boarder, Mrs. Oct 19th, at the Congregational chapel. less than a week before her death.
8he the old treatment. This is the great disAn antiquarian supper was served by
This may be an item of news, but Edwin R. Wiggin of Boston, (a daughto
I
overcoat
it
is
the
suitable
winters
For
New England
,bMd Md * ^ fwnllJ ot covery and triumph of modern surgery. this year.
only
there is no danger that it will suggeet to ter of the late Samuel Bradley of Frye- the Pythian Sisterhood Saturday even- children
Stove Hats and all
Chamberlain's Pain Balm acts on this wear. We have them in
the benefit of Mrs.
Some of | Hats, Rubber Mats, Wire Mats,
Blacks, Grays, and Fancy Mixtures.
other conductors any new source of burg) he having saved her life from a ing, the proceeds for
and
is
an
It
same
the
The
news
of
sudden
death
Mr
of
antiseptic
principle.
a quarter Lebroke whose daughter has recently
in
illness
old.
is
Virginia
trick
too
That
dangerous
"graft."
F· C. Merrill of South Paris was receiv- when applied to such injuriée, causes them are rain-proofed.
$7.50, $10, $12, to $z8.
of a century ago.
undergone a surgical operation.
Room Sundries.
them to heal very quickly. It alsoalMr. Justin Tracy and wife of Auburn ed on Wednesday forenoon.
PLANS TO GET RICH
Misa Mollie Rackliff of Angusta is
or Oxfords, $5 to $15.
in
Blacks
coats
Short
Mrs. Alice (Heald), wife of Rev. Frank lays the pain and soreness and prevents
visited his brother, Mr. Orin Tracy, last
are often frnatTated by sudden break- visiting her friend, Mrs. Mabel L. WadsW. Snell of Dennyiville, has been visit- any danger of blood poisoning. Keep a
week.
Don't buy a Rain Coat until you have seen ours. We bave the best, |
down, due to dyspepsia or constipation. worth.
bottle of Pain Balm in your home and It
A public meeting of the W. C. T. U. ing relatives at East Sumner.
Mr. Isaac L. Brown and wife have reBrace up and take Dr. King's New Life
to
not
to
School I· progressing finely under the will save you time and money,
$10 $16
the M. E. church Sunday
Pilla.
They take oat the materials turned from a week's visit to their son was held at
care of Miss Bessie M. Mason of Paris.
mention the lnoonvenience and suffering
evening.
which are clogging your energies, am? frank in Lawrence, Mass.
SbnrtFor
sale
such
entail.
by
injuries
Miss Phillip was thrown from her cargive you a new start. Cure headache· a Mr. Fred A. Wee man of East HIimm
leff A Co., South Paris; Jones Drug
horse taking fright at an Central
and dizziness too. At t£e pharmacy of ' i ^Naaodd his honse to Kvans O. Allen riage by her
Store,
Oxford; Noyas Drugstore, Norwork for Rinea Bros, of Port· automobile. She was quite badly shaken
F. A. Sbnrtlefl Λ Co. 25 cents guaran-1 s
VI
way.
1
her wrist hart
and
up
teed.
I
East Brownfield.

freezing.

5 Cents to $5.00 Each.
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F. PLUMMER, SA

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
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I
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$3.50 Army Shoes for $2.50

Pure Gum Rubbers
With Leather Tops
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Mrs. A. M. Hammond has gone to BerΝ. H., to live with her son, Arthui
j
W. Hammond.

P. M.

Mr. and Mrs. U. H. Linn of the Linn
Variety Co. were guests at J. P. Richardson's last week.

CHURCHK8.
Klrtit Congregational Church, He*. Α. Κ. Bald
Preaching services, 10:45 A. R. anil
win Pastor.
,ι ρ m
Sunday School 12 R.; T. P. S. C. E.
Chiuvh prayer meeting on Tuesday
Λ* P. h
at
evening at 7 Oo'c'ock. All, not otherwise con
n, ted. are cor-Hal ly Invited.
Methodist Church, lté ν H. A. Clifford. Pastor,
'» 30 A. R. ;
in Sunday, morning prayer meeting
reaching service 10 « a. R.; Sabbath School
Κ Pworth League Meeting β 15 p. R. :
Μ
evening prayer meetlug 7 Λ0 P. R.; prayer meet
tu*- Tuesday evening; class meeting, Friday
e eolng.
Kev. .1. Wallace Cbeebro,
liai·list Church.
on Sunday, preaching service 10:45 a
j> i-ti>r.
sabbath School 12 R.; Y. Ρ S. C. Ε·, 6:25 p.
vi
Tuesday evening
l'raver uaetlug 7 P. R
η
AU are
Seats free.
at 7 JO.
, ia>er service

The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church
will serve their annual harvest supper at
their vestry Wednesday evening, Oct 23.

The drama. Mine Falls, is in course of
preparation and will be presented at
New Hall probably the latter part of
November.

Fred H. Evans, who has beeu at Upton
Church, Uev.J. H. Little, Pastor
Ming service every Sunday at 10:45 a. m. aud in the Umbagog region for several
7
12
R.
at
service,
school
Evening
day
weeks, returned home Thursday bringR.
ing in a big buck.

(···

P.

STATED

RKKTINGS.

Samantha Allen at the Court of Fame
Lodge, No. 94. Regular will
prove to be as tine a spectacular enilng Tuetday evening on or before full inoon.
I ». o. f —Mount Mica Lodge, regular meet- tertainment as has been given in South
a.;», Thursday eveulnic of each week.—Aurora
Paris for years. See it!
h; ampment, lint and third Monday evening^
>f cach month.
A. E. ShurtletY is building a bank wall
f K.—Mount Pleasant Kebekah Lodge,No.
I)
and making a till on the low ground of
>, meets second and fourth Fridays of each
his lot between \V. D. Clark's store and
i<tn In Odd Fellows' Hall.
V. H.—W. K. Kimball Post, No. 14S, meet*
the river, near the end of the dam.
!r-t and third Saturday evenings of each
:n mth, In G. A. H. Hall.
Members of Mt. Mica Lodge, No. 17,
Wm. K. Kimball Relief Corps meets flret I. U. O.
F., are requested to mee^at the
v:d third Saturday evenings of each month, lu
hall Wednesday, at 1 h. m., to attend the
Ke lef Corps Hall.
Γ of H.—Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1, funeral of our late brother,
Chas. U.
Satunlay; during the Clifford.
ι-ets tlr»t and third
ilnder of the year, meet# every Satunlay, In
re
Grange Hall.
Mr. ami Mrs. Ellis S. Doble, who have
I". 0. tt.C.—Second and fourth Monlays ο»
beeu on S. S. Smith's farm in Oxford
each month.
\
κ. o. P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. 181, through the summer, have returned to
t.- second and fourth Wednesday evening»
South Paris and are living in one of J.
of acb month.
tl. Stuart's rents.
κ of P.—Hamlin Lodge, No, 31, meets every
Hall.
►
ay evening at Pythian
Win. K. Kimball Post, Ci. A. R., anil
The glory of the woode disappeared the Circle, will visit 'Γ. A. Roberts Post
Those who
at Oxford next Saturday.
with the rain.
wish to go iu the barge should notify
start
to
<. H. Porter is about ready
up one of the committee so that
arrangehis cider mill.
ments may bo made. The price will be
the
near
:îô
house
cents.
new
Russell's
B.
\V.
railroad is plastered.
If any one has any highway bills, for
With court and other special events, labor or material, we wish he would
the streets of the village have been fairly give them to the selectman in his section
of the town before Oct. 21st. The same
lively during the past week.
with snow bills. See notice in this
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Holmes have come
paper.
fruiii their farm to board with Mrs.
Ski.ki tmen of Pakis.
Helen L. Stearus fur the winter.
A special meeting of Stony Brook
Mrs. Charles McDonald and son of
No. 1S1, New England Order of
Lodge,
famithe
skowhegan have been visiting
Protection, will be held this week Wedfew
a
B.
Stuart,
ly of her father, W.
nesday evening, Oct. 18th, at G. A. R.
(lays.
Hall. After the meetiug a rehearsal of
Pearl Whitney, who was injured as the degree team. All members of the
reported last week, has recovered so as team are requested to be present.
t.. ι»ο to his home in Uarrison the last of
Charles 11. Clifford died at his home
the week.
in South Paris Monday morning, at the
The Ideal Laundry, which has been age of 70 years. Mr. Clifford had been
W. Tapley for the past few ill for a long time, and for many months
run by II.
months, has been leased by C. M. Keene, in very feeble coudition both physically
who at one former period ran it for a and mentally. He was always a resident
of Paris, ami a highly respected and
year or two.
useful member of the community. From
from
has
returned
Miss Ida ShurtletT
boyhood he had been a member of the
some
for
been
has
she
where
Portland,
South Paris Congregational church, and
arm.
of
atïected
an
for
treatment
weeks
was one of its deacons for a number of
It has improved somewhat, and she has
years. He was a member and Past
of
it.
use
the
recovered
partially
Grand of Mount Mica Lodge of Odd
By the breaking of the jack shaft at Fellows. A little more than fifty years
the factory of the Paris Manufacturing ago (March 3, 1SV>), he married Wealthy
who
Co. at S o'clock Monday morning, the Ann, daughter of Luther P. Brett,
are also
factory is shut down until Wednesday survives him. Their three sons
living, George 11. Clifford aud Wallace
morning at least, possibly longer.
K. Clifford of this place, and C. A. Clifwith
hear
T.
U.
Workers iu the W. C.
ford of Providence.
They had two
Miss
of
death
of
the
special sorrow
daughters, Clara B., and Laura E., who
of
M.
Dow
Portland,
daughter
Cornelia
Shurtleff, both of
married Frank A.
of (ieu. Neal Dow, on Thursday. Mi··I whom died a number of
The
years ago.
iu
Oxford
friends
had
Dow
many
funeral will be held Wednesday at 2
F. A A. M.—Parts

τ· <

|

|

County.
truite

a

number from this place started

for Boston on the lirand Trunk's annual
Atuoug
excursion Monday morntng.
them are Ε. N. Haskell, Mrs. W. F.
Atkins, Mrs. S. M. (ilover, Mrs. A. L.
Holmes, Mrs. C. H. Thayer.

ι·.

|

M.

The

Court

Temperance

Meeting.

the
the
the
Dctober court. Clerk of Courts Whitman called the assembly to order, and
The Good Cheer will have a special
Hon. Waldo
called upon
Pettengill
for
afternoon
meeting Wednesday
>f Rumford Kalis to act as chairman.
that
is
asked
it
time
same
the
work. At
Mr. Pettengill, who in addition to his
the committee on the next supper, which Dther
positions of trust and responsiicludes the letters from H to M inclusive,
bility is well known throughout the
be present so that all arrangements can state as the chairman of the Sturgis enbe made for the November supper.
forcement commission, in taking the
of the
II you see mai οιχ mouse uu« nu>vui(chair expressed his appreciation
visite·! us two weeks ago, and can make honor. lie remarked that he had occuwas the sersure that there are at least two prongs I l>ied positions in which he
three inches Ions: ou each of his horns, I <vant of the people of Oxford County,
time. But ind that in oue position which he now
you may shoot him—it's open
if the tape measure doesn't show three holds he is the servant of the people of
inches to the prongs, you'll have to let ιthe whole state. Referring to the comI,mission of which he is chairman, he said
him go.
in part: "We are charged with the
at
Tuesday
died
Mrs. Emily A. Chase
duty of seeing that the prohibitory law
I'
A.
J.
Mrs.
her
of
the home
daughter,
is enforced, and if the officers are unable
a paralytic 11
suffered
Chase
Mrs.
Penley.
or unwilling to enforce the law, then we
shock in Portland about eight weeks I'must
by our own deputies step into the
was brought to ['
after
not
and
long
ago,
breach. We have found most of the
the home of her daughter. The funeral I!sheriffs of the state
ready to enforce the
Thursday morning was attended by I!law without assistance. We have gone
Kev. J. II. Little, and burial was
iuto two counties of the stato through
Rustiield Cemetery at Norway, beside I'our
deputies, and i thiuk we have made
Mrs. Chase's husbaud, who has
in the conditions there. We
a change
thau
dead some more
twenty years.
shall stay there as long as we are needed,
Jailer Farrar went to Portland Sunday jand shall go into other counties whenever we deem it necessary."
and got Kichard Pye of Oxford on a
rant issued by the Norway Municipal I
Prayer was offered by Rev. J. W.
<'ourt, charging sale of liquor. Quite a 11Chesbro, and a selection was then sung
[
the Schubert Quartette, which also
swarm of witnesses from Oxford had by
been before the grand jury during the gave several other selections during the
week, atnl this fact may have had some- l·evening. The rest of the meeting was
thing to do with Pye leaviug Oxford on II partly in accordance with a previously
the afternoon train Saturday, about an prepared programme, and partly accordhour before the officer arrived there. I ing to the call of the chairman. The
were Hon.
Pye was admitted to bail immediately speakers thus called upon
Jaiues 8. Wright of South Paris, Charles
on reaching here.
F. Whitman of Norway, J. II. Beau of
Special meetings for prayer are
South Paris, Ε. H. Gleason of Mexico,
thisl·
church
Methodist
the
at
tinued
and Kev. Λ. K. Baldwin of South Paris.
week except Monday and Saturday. Their remarks were
very earnest and
be a cottage
will
there
eveniug
Monday
covered various phases of the legal and
Nathan
with
Mrs.
meetiug
prayer
moral aspects of the temperance quesland. All persous are welcomed to these I tion. The audieuce was in hearty symservices. The W. II. M. society will I
pathy with the speakers, and gave them
send some vegetables or clothing to the
applause.
generous
I
deaconess home in Portland. Please
The programme was uot long, and the
leave your gifts at the Methodist parsonbefore 9 o'clock.
closed
will meet I meeting
age. The W. F. M. society
after-1
with Mrs. II. A. Clifford Thursday
Freeman C. Merrill.
Λ good

audience assembled

in

Wednesday evening for
regular temperance meeting of
court

room

]
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iul'

beenl'
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war-1,

|{

con-1

Strick-1

noon.

noth-1

band 17*54.

j
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mations, etc., the juries

as

follows:

were

organized

URAND JURKV.

Fred (). Wa ker, R mford. Foreman.
Curie* L. Abbott, Jr., Bethel.
Luclan I. Akent, Amlover.
R. C. Davie. Woodstock.
Knofl T. Gould, IHxflehl.
•low ob R. Ha-kpU. Waterford.
Rdwln Holland, Mexl<o.
AuhHu F Hnllla, .Sumner.
l.aro-inir H. Hubbard, lllrain.
H. F. I Huh, Buek field.
W. A. Luca*, Cauton.
George R Mar»ton, Brownfleld.
I.ewU R. McAWinter, Lovell.
Frank T. Pike, Norway.
J. K. Klchardson, Glleàd.
William Β Kueeell, Pail*.
Edwin L. Walker, Fryeburg.
KIUST TRAVERSE JURY.

L. C. Mai-on, Buckflelii, Foreman.
Η. λ Bacon, Wood*t-v.k.
Zenan W. Ilartlett. Bethel.
Orln Brown, Norway.
L. P. Bryant, Greenwood.
Gooree A. CbarlCH, Fryeburg.
C lnton E. CoolMire, Dix field.
F.lmv R. Davln. I'arlH.
•I. Frank Howard, Waterford.
Kilgar C. Irlrh, ilartfonl.
Κ G. Knapp Byron.
L'lyeaeeG. Mclnilre, Peru.
SECOND

TKAVEKSH

JURT.

Waldo Pette^glll, Ruuiford, Foreman.
Howard N. Merrill, Hebron.
Mtlo Mltchcll, Mexico
Rira Morton, Uumlord.
Frank K. Poor, Brownfleld.

W. W. Rose, Canton
J o» la h W. smith, Bethel.
Henry R. Smith, Oeuoiark.
Walter H. Swett, Parle.
L. J. Traek. Newry.
Charles K. Truewnrthy, Porter.
John F. Wateon, Hiram.

Mr. Farrar came down as soon
Meanwhile Mr. Brooks
kept watch of the square, but saw no
wad

as

up.

possible.

one.

Two freight trains were at the station,
and Farrar and Brooks went and made a
thorough search of them. In a box car
in one of them were found five tramps,
but on being lined up they were found
to be dry its to both clothes and shoes,
and as it was raining and muddy, it was
evident that they were not the men
wanted.
On going back to Brooks' store they
found the ladder (which was the ice
ladder belonging to Shurtleff & Co.)
standing under the w'ndow, and on the
ground a chisel and a hat which the
Mr. Brooks had almen had dropped.
ready described the two men to Mr.
Karrar as being rather short and stout
and wearing slouch hats, and the hat
which was found bore out the descripThe hat is a small sized
tion fully.
black felt, and bears the name of a dealer
in Covington, Ky.

SLTKH.NL'MKHAKIK.S.
W. W.
Daniel

Whltmar*h. Norway.
If. Wooilbury, Sweden.

the

be-

j

swarmed with witnesses all the week.
In spite of great industry, the jury was
not able to compete its work during the
first week. It is expected to report
some

time

morning.

Monday,

or

possibly Tuesday

H. P.—A. J. Stearns.
Κ.—Ε. E. Andrew·.
8.—A. C. Wheeler.
Tre*e —B. F. Smith.
See.—Geo. E. Tubbe.
Flnuuoe Committee—H.
Adam· and A. W. Walker.

D.

Smith,

C.

H.

the work
of the present week, A banquet was in order after
at which about seventy-five took part.
which, according to Judge Powers' anMrs. E. P. Smith and Mrs. V. W.
nouncement, will not be over Ave days,
the music festival and
there remains the criminal business, as Hills attended
Eames concert at Portland, Wednesday.
followthe
and
of
unknown
amount,
yet
C. Verne Webber has sold the Cullinan
iug civil cases from the continued
place to John P. Judklns. Mr. Judkin<
docket:
will take possession at once. He has
Sylvester B. Woodman v·. Harriet B. Maxim.
been living at Norway Lake for some
Blsbee & Parker.
Swaaey.
time.
J. J. Fuller et al va. Jesse Ε. Fuller.
The Norway Water Company people
Swasev.
are making the best of the excellent
Bridgham. Wright A Wheeler.
weather by pushing operations on the
George II. Bean vs. Β. N. Stone.
new pumping station near the Crockett
Wright 4 Wheeler.
Llbby.
Janice L. Rumpus vs. George II. liean, appelant. Bridge road.
A special assembly of Oxford Council,
Llbby.
Wilght 4 Wheeler.
No. 14, R. and S. M., was held at MaTHE DIVORCE LIST.
sons' Hall, Tuesday evening. There was
During the latter part of the week work. Refreshments were served. Hon.
hearthere were a number of divorce
A. S. Kimball acted as toastmaiter and
ings, and divorces were decreed in the a most pleasant evening was passed by a
following casee:
large number of the members.
On the evening of Oct. 24th the memEisa Κ Cummlng* vs. Tom Cummlnga. Cruel
and abu-lve treatment
bers of Oxford Castle, Knights of tbe
Benson.
Golden Eagle, will give a ball at the
David f. Thompson vs. Ma M.Thompson.
Norway Opera House. Ε. H. Allen,
Cruel ami abusive treat ment.
floor manager. G. L. Curtis, G. W.
Wright & Wheeler.
Winslow. W. C. Home, Carl W. BoynDaisy Fortln vs. Perley C. Fortln. Cruel ami
ton, H. H. Glidden and D. M. French,
abusive treatment.
aids. Steams' Orchestra will furnish
Swasey.
tnusic. At intermission supper will be
Harry P. Vashaw vs. Cora H. Vashaw. De·
served at the K. G. E. Hall.
scrttou.
H. H. Haatlrgs.
Dr. E. C. Walker attended a convenF.thelyn BeryT Allen vs. Harvllle I.oroy Allen. tion of veterinary surgeons at Augusta
Adultery. Name of libelee changed to Ethclyn tliie week.
lleryl Foster.
Stella M. and Helen Pike are enjoying
A. J. steams.
Sara
a visit of ten days in Boston.
Kverett E. Decker vs. A nine F. Docker. A «luiis at work at tbe National Bank
tery. Custody of four minor children to lll>clant Staples
Kimball A Son.
during Miss Pike's absence.
Alonzo Brickett complains that parties
Wm S. Fox vs. Harriet C. Fox. Desertion.
broke into his home, tbe John Hill
Kimball & Son.
place on the Waterford stage road, durIn one case divorce was denied.
his absence and took away his goods
ing
NOTES.
and clothés to the amount of about $30.
Dr. and Mrs. Harry P. Jones returned
The deputy sheriffs in attendance are
Willi» II. Kilgore of North Waterford, the first of the week from a trip to VerJohn F. Phillips of Fryeburg, George mont and Montreal.
The members of Mt. Hope Lodge of
W. Dockliam of Dixfield, and Frank E.
Rebekabs will bold Their annual fair at
DeCostor of Norway.
Concert Hall on Thursday, Nov. 23d.
The number of jurors having been reMr. and Mrs. Charles Warren and Mrs.
numerous
the
duced below tbo limit by
C. II. Tibbetts of Fryeburg were the
issued
were
venires
excused ones, special
guests of Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Cummings
and eight talesmeu were drawn. The
tliin week.
list was:
Ven. H. P. Seymour, Archdean of the
William D Itlsbee, Norwav.
Kennebec, conducted services at Christ
Fred H. Cummlngs. Norway.
church Thursday evening.
Frank L. Ha-kell, Norway.
Olban Maxim, Parle.
Charles C. Tibbetts of Kennebunk, of
L. L. Powers, Paris.
the Mousam House, is in town on busiJohn V Porter. Paris.
bis
with
connected
Norway
ness
Fred Rowe. Oxford.
Fred Waterman, Oxford.
property. For some years he was locatin
18ί>1.
and
ed here and moved away
Of these Mr. Cummings of Norway
W. M. Harmon of Lynn, Mass., has
Mr. Maxim of Paris were excused upon
to his Norway home.
court
returned
in
Wednesday
their appearance
Mr. and Mrs. H. Eugene Fifield left
morning, the rest remaining to fill
vacancies.
Tuesday for Baltimore, Md„ where they
will remain during the balance of Mr.

j

Fifield's school course.
After a visit with his

j
|

■

|

!

j

people here,

Gustave Walker left on Monday for
Boston. He will start for Paris, France,
the last of the month. This will be his
fifth trip to that city.
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Stone took in the
Eames concertât Portland on Wednesday. They will go to Boston for a few
days before their return.
At a special meeting of the board of
managers of tbe Norway Public Library
Saturday morning at tbe assessors' office
§100 worth of
it was voted to

purchase

books.

Friday evening, Past Grand Master Alfred S. Kimball assisted by Past Master
E. F. Smith as marshal installed the
following officers of Oxford Lodge, No.
18,

F. and A. M.:
M .—Harry R. FarrK M. D.

8. W.—ueo. L. Curtis.
J. W.—James N. Favor.
Trea# —Lee M. Smith
Sec —Howard Γ). Smith.
Chap—Albert J. Steams.
Marshal—Eugene F. Smith.
Samuel H. Eaton.
S D
Alvlnza L. Proctor.
.J. D
John C. Shepard.
8. 8
J. S.—ΚΊ H. Alfen.
OrKaulet—Harry P. Jones.
Tyler—Thaddeue Cross.
—

—
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"Two years ago our little girl had a
touch of pneumonia, which left her
with an awful cough. She had spells of
coughing, j il Ht like one with the whooping cough and gome thought ehe would
not get well at all. We got a bottle of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy which
acted like a charm. She stopped coughing and got h tout and fat," writes Mrs.
Ora Hussard,
Burbaker, 111. This
remedy is for sale by Sburtleff & Co.,
South Paris; Jones Drug Store, Oxford;

OFFER TO REFUND

MONEY

FOR COLD WEATHER

HÏOMEI

IF

*

DOES NOT CURE CATARRH.

We can show you the beet
of the season at medium prices.

to refund the money to any purchaser
Hyomei outfit if it does not cure

catarrh.

OUTING FLANNEL

samples

just

hi* bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, that he m»y lie decreed
bv the Court to have a full discharge from all
debt* provable against his estate under said
bankruptcy Acts, except f»u<-h debts as are excepted bv law from such discharge.
Dated this Irth day of October, Α. I>. 1905.
EZRA M. FULLER, Bankrupt.

NOTICE THEREOX.
Maine, ss
On this 14th day of Oct. A. D. 1905, on readis
ing the foregoing netltlon.lt
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
A. D.
uiwn the same on the 3d day of Nov.,
Dieli«5, before said Court at Portland, In said that
trict.at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and
notice thereof lie published In The Oxford Demand
ocrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
that all known creditors, and other peraons in
and
said
time
the
at
Intereat, may appear
plajje.
ami show cause, if any they have, why the
be granted.
praver of said petitioner should not
And It Is further Ordered by the Court, that the
Clerk shall send bv mall to all known creditors
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
ORDER OF

District

ok

Norway, Maine,
HAVE YOUR HORSE FITTED TO Λ

JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
^[u'sT5'
A true copy of petition and order thereon.

TuolLer Harness Store.
I not only have all sizes in all grades, but I can sell you
Call

AttestJAMES E. HEWEY.Clerk.

Bankrupt's

Petition for

In the matter of

JOSHUA L.CAMPBELL, }
Bankrupt. I

Discharge.
In

the best values in blankets ever-put
and get my prices before you buy.

Bankruptcy.

J°(f)SHUA

A Full Line of

RANGES !

WOOD STOVES !
OAK, FOR WOOD OR COAL !

''Wherefore0fie

prays, that he may lie decree·!
from all
L»y the Court to have a full discharge
said
lebts provable against his estate under
such debts as are ex·
Acts,
except
bankruptcy
•epted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 9th day of Oct., A. D. 1905.
JOSHUA L. CAMPBELL, Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.

We carry the St. Nicholas Coal

District ok Maine, ss.
On this 14th day of Oct., A. D. 1905, on
reading the foregoing petition, it la—
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be had
A. D.
upon the same on the 3d day of Nov.,
said Die1905, before said Court at Portland, In
that
and
irict, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon;
notice thereof be published in The Oxford
said
In
District,
Democrat, a newspaper printed
mil that all known creditors, and other persons
In Interest, may appear at the said time ani
place, and show cause. If any they have, why
be
the prayer of said petitioner should not

Stove.

All kinds of Job Work done to

wanted.

And It Is further ordered by the Court, that
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditors copies of said petition and this order, addressed to them at their places of residence as

"wuneas
said

the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
Court, and the seal thereof, at I ort·
of Oct.,
laud, In said District, on the _14th «lay
A D 1U05
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
A true copy of petition and onler thereon.
Attest : JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
of the

'[L.'e.l

_

order.

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.

5T0P
and think
ment

while

given day

Piano lessons

your

THAT

Write

versal

Headache

Powder

a sure cure

or

leave order at Dr. Parmenter'»

HEADACHE.
cents.

BROOKS—The

and Mrs. Jennie A.

Pharmacist.

Next to Poet Office, South Paris.

I

Easy Weekly Payments

On

Many
Prescription.
All glasses made according
FKEE. All kinds of Optical repair work.
TESTED
EVES
testimonials.
living
Consult me about your
I MAKE OPTICS A SPECIALTY". 1·*> years experience.

Heating.

Tent for Sale.

J

Dyspepsia

Dig—U

Ij

jy

Next Door to

k

ΐν···ιΙ|

W

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway, Maine.

Mrd. E. A. Howe is

now

ready

to make

your

Winter Hat.
OUR

Underwear,
is

now

in.

We

STOCK OF WINTER

Hosiery, Gloves,
are

always glad

to show our

Etc.

goods.

MRS. E. A. HOWE,
MARKET

SQUARE,

SOUTH PARIS.

Threshing !

get your threshing done
by hauling your grain to us.

You

can

International Gasoline

Engines

FOR SALE. CALL AND SEE THEM
IN OPERATION.

A. W. WALKER & SON,

Gun ;

·'

VI II' ILS VII I

HILLINERY.

Soutb. Pari·, Maine.

.··.-

α

Satisfaction guaranteed.

to

J.

Kodol

Eye Specialist.

DR. A. DeWITT PARMENTER,

eyes.

Bankrupt's Petition for1Discharge.

Plumbing and
Jobbing promptly
Telephone

Otlice, Norway.

Optical

GLASSES

for that

25

rates.

OF

Î.

j

Reasonable

ALL STYLES

THE VITAL CENTER.

j

evening.

you may find in one
or two doses of Uni-

stamped

IΤ p£itics

or

Mrs. Parmenter, Piano Instructor.

head is akeing,

Α8Λ

*ÎSern?ÎD

Teaclier.

Music

mo·

one

good

I

SMSSE""™

Norway, Maine.

91 Main St.·

L. CAMPBELL, of Mexico, In the
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
In said District, respectfully represents that
he waa duly
jn the 82d day of April, last past,
idjudged bankrupt, under the Acta of Congress
surrelating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly
rendered all hie property and rights of property
the
requirements
*nd has fully compiled with all
jf said Acts and of the orders of Court touching

the market.

on

JAMES N. FAVOR,

Γο the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the DieDistrict
trict Court of the United States for the

"R·

^fop'dnt

BLANKET

5 A

to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
ot the said Court, and the »eal thereof, at Portland, In salil District, on the 14th day of Oct.,

In thn matter of
A84 K. BABTLETT, In
dlvidually and as member
of the Arm of Kartlett A

conflicting*.

little
25c

_

EZRA

In Kumford Falls. Oct. 0, Mr. Edward Cobb
and Mlee Laura Smith, both of Humford Falls
In BuckllMd, Oct. 10, by Alfred Cole, Bsq.,

Inquire

warm

LADIES' SWEATERS

Ripley.

Died.

only higher

BLANKETS

In Parle, Oct. 10, by llev. E. O. Taylor, Mr.
Λΐιιιοη N. Calrua and MUe Ethel M. Emmons,
both of Harls.
In Wilson's Mills. Oct. β, by Ε. II. Brooks,
E-q, Mr. Arthur Llttiehale and Miss Ellen

In Humford Falls, Oct 10, by Rev. O. A. Martin, Mr. Melville A. Delaware and Mtss Annie
Burke.

Garments

SEPARATE

daughter.

Elllngwood

Sleeping

$1,00 and is a most economical treatment, ONE LOT skirts, contains many styles
for the inhaler lasts a lifetime and there
in black, blue, brown and mixed, melis enough Hyomei for several weeks'
This staple is always about tbe same
obtained
be
can
broadcloth and Panama, plain but this
bottles
extra
while
rose,
use,
year it is a little prettier and
around
for 50 cents.
of
tucks
clusters
over hips,
better quality than usual. Great variety
We trust this letter will settle any
$4.98 of patterns in plaids, stripes and plain
....
bottom,
doubts that may have arisen as to our
10c.
colors,
willingness to refund the money for isa
all
dark
and
the
FLANNELETTE,
light,
COATS
purchaser
Hyomei outfit, in case
IOC.
colors, striped and figured,
not perfectly satisfied.
Many of the season's best styles in Remnants of dress goods, most any
We wish to say emphatically that our
and
black, blue, brown, tan and mixtures, color, at half-price.
guarantee on Hyomei holds good,
we will refund the money to any dissatis- all
prices from $5 to $45.00, ladies' sizes.
fied purchaser who simply states that he
covert cloth, loose
✓
has used the treatment according to ONE LOT of good
directions and not been helped.
back with plaits full length, small, Ours is the largest line of bed blank
Respectfully yours,
$10.00 ets we have ever shown.
coat collar, very neat,
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
LOT l<>-4 cotton, white and gray,
skin
bear
children's
coats, ONE
ONE LOT
59c.
quality, colored border,
good
$3.98
white and colored, neat style,
Bankrupt's Petition f>r Discharge.
LOT
ONE
heavy 11-4 cotton blankets,
)
In the matter or
white and gray, colored border, fast
EZRA M. FULLER.
J In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
$1.00
colors,
tho
of
Hale,
Judge
Clarence
To the Hon.
These neat, warm garments you can
ONE LOT extra heavy cotton blanket*,
District Court of the United 8tates for the
»>l*trictof Maine:
use all of the year.
$1.98
12-4, an extra good value,
M. FULLER, of Peru, In the CounIn ONE LOT sweaters of good yarns in ONE LOT heavy cotton and wool blankof
State
Maine,
and
of
Oxford,
ty
on
that
said District, reaoectfully représenta,
$3.98
white, gray, red and blue, pretty
ets, gray, 11-4, good value,
the 11th day of February, last nast, he waa duly
buttons, $1.75 ONE LOT striped bath robe blankets,
collar,
pearl
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congres»
stitch,
high
relating to bankruptcy; that he ha* duly sur10-1 size, all colors, very neat,
89c.
$1.00
rendered all hie property and rights of property, Children's Sweaters, white,
and has fully complied with all the requirements
of
Court
o«lers
touching
the
of
and
Acta
of said
from our large stock of Fall Goods.
a few
This is

Married.

Mr. John F.

$1.00 and $1.35

"Domestic,M

length,

Hyomei.

In Washington, D. C., Sept. 24, to the wife of
1». B. I>arr, a son.
In Weat Paris, Oct. 10, to the wife of Henry

lngcrsoll.

kind that il

The "Domestic," tbe

made to fit.
Tbey come in full size*
and neat styles. We bave two grade* in
Be sure you get tbe
black most any color.

Children's

Born.

a

styles

of

goods, plain over hips, plaited bottom,
This outfit consists of an inhaler of a
$2.98
....
all lengths,
convenient size to be carried in the vest
pocket so that the user can breathe Hyomisses' skirts, blue and black
LOT
ONE
Made like Union Suite
With this
mei four or five times daily.
mixtures, plaited, very full, 20 to 30 neck with collar and feet,
is included a medicine dropper and a
a neat, durable skirt,
$2.50 garment
The outfit sells for
bottle of

Here la Keller for Women·
If you have pains In the back, Urinary, Wad11er or Kidney trouble, ami want a certain, pleasant herb rcmeilv for woman's 111*, try Mother
Grav'e Auetrallaii-Lear. It Is a ttafc monthly
regulator. At Druggists or by mall 50 centt.
Sample package KltKE. Address, The Mother
Gray Co., Le Koy, Ν. Y.

Kellikaneu,

FLANNELETTE WRAPPERS

ONE LOT skirta of good weight,

a

I
In South I'arls, Oct. 10, Mrs. Emily A. Chase,
; In Bankruptcy,
aged fiy years.
I
In South Parle. Oct 11, Freeman C. Merrill,
Bankrupt. J
Buziell,
age 1 77 years, t; months, 'M days.
In South Paris, Oct. 16, Charles H. Clifford, To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Disaged 70 years
trict Court of the Unitc<l States for the District
Jn Kumford Falla, Oct. 11, Denis LaPlante,
of Maine:
K. UAKTLETT, of Mexico, In the Counaged 84 years.
In said
In North Paris, Oct. 11, Infant daughter ol
ty of Oiforl, Ami State of Maine, the lot
40
assault
an
days.
Samuel Keeue, aged
recover damages for
alleged
Sheriffs and detectives are
District, respectfully represents that on
Oct. β, Vesta Belle, little
West
was
In
he
Sumner,
adjudged
last
duly
on
tho
has
of
of
past,
$100
April,
°,dbam's Per8nn by Carver,
day
upon the case, and a reward
The Colonel's Return.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. II. T. Heath, aged ί 1 bankrupt under the Acts of Congress relating to
all
been advertised for the apprehension of 30th of August, 1»04. The defendant,
weeks
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered
Col. C. L. Saunders, who was manager
to
Eastman.
the
went
of
Mrs.
Otis
two
In
the
9,
and
assistants,
Stow,
Sept.
recovery
the burglars
his property and rights of property,and has fully
accompanied by
Pine Tree Park during the short
In Stow, Oct. 9, Mrs. Wilson Emery.
with all the requirements of said Acts
clues
that
admitted
s farm on the day named after a of
be
must
Oldham
complied
It
goods.
bankand of the orders of Court touching his
Two men who pair of horses. The three men took I existence of that abortive enterprise,
are exceedingly vague.
ruptcy.
and who disappeared between two days
he prays, That he, Individually and
were about the village on Wednesday supper there, and it was durine tho I
Wherefore
FOR MALE.
Λ Buzzull,
about the first of July without settling
as a member of the Arm of Bartlett
were spotted by several people as sus- supper that the alleged assault was,
the Court to have a full
I any bills, returned to this peaceful
may be decreed by
his
coal
hand
stove,
second
debts
against
all
A
from
provable
picious looking characters, and they committed. Testimony was introduced
discharge
He came under
last Friday.
such
answer the
description which Mr. by the plaintiff to show that the defend- ! valley
estate under said bankruptcy Acts, except
A. P. Bassott suitable for
low.
Detective
disPrice
such
of
State
room.
from
escort
law
at
are
of
as
by
behind
sitting
debts
excepted
liquor
ant was under the influence
Brooks gives of the men lie saw
of Norway. Mr. Bassett found him in
charge.
the block. Some time Wednesday one the time. The defendant admits havinu I
of
Dated this 12th day of October, A. D. 1905.
in running a boarding
Boston,
denies
engaged
W.
but
at
the
AS A E. BARTLETT, Bankrupt.
a dispute with
plaintiff,
of the men bought a can of beans
H. LITTLE.
and apparently a very good
I
Order of Notice Thereon.
A. Porter's, and the other bought two having laid a hand on him, the tentimonv house,
Tremont Street.
on
house,
I
boarding
both
L.
W.
at
bread
Farrar's,
loaves of
being decidedly
District of Maine, ss.
V
of ! Col. Saunders accompanied Mr. Bassett
On this 14th day of Oct., A. D. 1900, on reading
paying for their purohases eutirelv in Verdict for plaintiff, $31.00. Parker
without
Maine
to
demanding
afternoon they Bisbee A Parker tried the case for the i back
the foregoing petition, it is
coppers. Late in the
had
by the Court, that a hearing be D.
papers.
Gold ring with grape leaves and Ordered
were seen near A. E. ShurtlefTs grain plaintiff, and Ludden of Oakes, Pulsifer requisition
of Nov., A.
upon the same on the 3d day
In the Norway Municipal Court on
Hall
defendant.
Hills
N.
the
In said Disand
R.
for
Black
Shurtleff
at
of
Portland,
Mr.
Court
and
A
Auburn,
said
Ludden,
bunches
before
mill,
1905,
grapes.
Col. Saunders was arraigned
and that nodiscussed them as not likely to benefit A motion for now trial has been filed, Saturday,
Finder trict, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon:
on inside of ring.
Demofor obtaining goods under false pretice thereof be published in the Oxford
and
ihe place by their presence. Some of the and the case goes to the law court.
said
in
District,
at
left
crat, a newspaper printed
tences. The complaint was made by will be suitably rewarded if
other persons In
men are confident
and
saw
these
who
creditors,
known
all
that
people
V8. IIKAM) Λ I.UNT.
MORRIX.L
was his heaviest Democrat office.
who
and
P.
time
Maxim,
said
Silas
the
at
place,
interest, may appear
they should recognise them, but further
the
°ωο of creditor, and had furnished the larger
wae tried
and show cause. If any they have, why
tbaii that there seems to be little to Ρ
said petitioner should not be granted.
praverof
vs. Heald & Lunt. part of the lumber and labor for the
Morrill
Η.
That
Ralph
work on.
And It Is further ordered by the Court,
was done on the park.
ciwl
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known
a.re R™in «'ealere in Buck- work which
a
After Mr. Maxim's story had been NO MAN STRONGKK THAN HIS STOMACH. Itors copies of said petlUon and this order, adThe suit is brought to recover
iiold.
ai
residence
of
their
at
them
SICK HEADACHE CURED.
places
to
was
dressed
the value of one load of corn. A oar of told to the court, Col. Saunders
LKT MI-O-NA STRENGTHEN YOUR DIstated.
Sick headache i« caused by derange- corn was purchased by the plaintiff, and given an opportunity to say whatever he
Hale,
Ci.auknce
Judge
Hon.
the
Witness
SYSTEM.
GESTIVE
Portment of the stomach and by indigestion. on its arrival three wagon loads of it might desire, and he disavowed any inof the said Court, and the seal thereof, at
of Oct
The stomach is your vital center.
land, in said District, on the 14th day
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab- was delivered to the plaintiff, and the tent to defraud in the matter. He said
stomach.
A. D. 1905.
No man is stronger than bis
lets correct these disorders and effect a rest of the car load was hauled to tho that when he started in on the enterprise
JAMBS E. HEWEY, Clerk.
S.J
[L.
The average man measures bis physicure.
defendants by arrangement he thought he knew where the money
A true copy of petlU'<·· and orde" theroon.
By taking these tablets as soon as
or
bis
bis heart,
kidneys,
Attest : J \ ME8 E. IIEWEY. Clerk.
the first indication of the disease ap- with them, either to be ground and re- was coming from, and expected bis cal vitality by
Yet it is the stomach that
his lungs.
warded off. For
pears, the attack may be
turned, or added to their stock. Plain- wife would bring it when ebe came, but should
first be considered when you cast
sale by Shurtleff A Co., South Paris; tiff'· claim is that there was a failure to it did not come, and he was stranded.
of health.
Jones Drug Store, Oxford; Noyt* Drug account for one load, and the teamster,
Judge Davis talked to the colonel fot up the accountof the
body is sustained
Every organ
attended to
Store, Norway.
who kept account of the number of a while about the folly of expecting such
and nourished by food which ie convertloads hauled, was introduced to testify an enterprise ae he had launched to pay,
No chargi
conconnection.
and
stomach
in
the
nutrition
into
ed
term
to confirm and bound him over to the March
;
TORMENTS OF TETTER AND ECZE- on this point. As tending
in the
the
of
everv
to
system
part
bail.
scoured
veyed
for team.
this a computation was also Introduced of court. He his not yet
I
MA ALLAYED.
! form of blood. For this reason, when
showing that the total reoordod weight
X«. M. Zjongley,
the stomach is strengthened with Mi-oThe intense itching characteristic of of the grain delivered left a shortage it,
NOTHING TO FEAR.
Maine
is
I ua and is able to convert the food into Norway,
eczema, tetter and like akin diseases
the car load almost exactly equal to tho
besoon
it
other
Mother· need have no hesitancy
nourishment, all
organs
instantly allayed by applying Chamber- average weight of the loads hauled. On
of
lain's Salve and many severe cases have their part the defendant· assert that continuing to give Chamberlain's Cougl come well. This explains many cures
cured by ite use. For each load as it was hauled was weighe 1 Remedy to their little one«, aa It con , heart, liver, or kidney diseases in the
, been permanently
I have for sale a new tent, made 0 f
I sale by Shurtleff A Co., South Paris; Md the wilglit of it set down in the tains absolutely nothing injurious. Tbii 1. cases where Mi-o-na is used.
nice heavy duck. Size 14 χ 28 feet.
rehealth
safe
to
wonderful
most
is
the
is
not
It
Jones
givi I
Drug book which was introduced in evldenoe, remedy
only perfectly
Noyes Drug Store, Norway;
Apply to
but if a medicine o! storer known, and is sold by F. A.
Store, Oxford.
in the presence of the teamster; further small children,
HARRY DUDLEY,
a
world
It
has
and
merit.
worth
Sburtleff & Co. under an absolute guar·
that the alleged error was not dieoover- ; great
Bucltfield.
re·
it
of
unless
it
Its
curea
for
that
costs
toe
an
coughs
wide
nothing
reputation
ed by the teamster until he had had a !
D«a>t e«t Footsore! «*t Allé·'· FootEft··
oui
'
be
reliet
tablet
little
Just
one
and
health.
and
u*»p
stores
colds
always
croup
with the plaintiff. Verdict
I
▲ wonderful powder that cans tired, aching, conference
For sale by F. il Sburtleff A Co ' of a 60 cent box of Mi-o-na for a few
swollen, sweating feet andjnalw· new or tight for plaintiff, $27.83. Dyer for plaintiff; upon.
Oxford
Jonea
South
Store,
ί
:
Pari·;
Drug
•hoes easy· Ask to-day for Alien s Foot-Ease.
days, and you will soon see a great in*
Swaaey for defendants.
what yea Mrt·
At all Druggists aad Baoe Stores. 96 at*. Vont
provement iu your health.
the trial list for the week Noye· Drug Store, Norway
Although
sabstttata.
any
accept

working]

0

ORESS SKIRTS

letter in as
you would please print this
conspicuous a place as possible in your
paper, saying that we absolutely agree

Noyce Drug Store, Norway.

r!fiCtD,orL

L

during

For the work

|

Ηα8,νηΡ

and officers at court

Now is the time to prepare for cold days, sure to come. Vou cannot
Hall, Wednesday evening, Oct 11. To the Editor of the Oxford Democrat:
addo better than to look over our lines in all departments. We are offering
We have been aaked recently If the
Λ LONG GRAND JURY SESSION.
Business, work on Royal Arch degree,
en- vertisements printed in your columns
for
election
and
of
-officers
and
extra values.
The grand jury has worked long
reports
Only space here for a few.
were true, where we many
hard. The west end of the lower corri- suing year. The following officers were regarding Hyomei
treatif
this
offer to refund the money
dor, around the grand jury room, has elected:
We wish
ment does not cure catarrh.

After the grand jury was empaneled,
Powers instructed them very
clearly and succinctly regarding their
duties. Fie covered all phases of their
work, but spoke brietly, occupying less
than fifteen minutes.
Immediately following the organization, live members of the traverse juries
were excused by reason of sickness in
their families or business requiring immediate
attention—L. P. Bryant of
Greenwood, George A. Charles of Frveburg, Ezra Morton of Rumford, W. W.
Rose of Canton, and Henry R. Smith of
Denmark.
The docket was called, and a trial list
of tliirtv-five cases was made up. This
is considerably more than the average,
but Judge Powers at the outset informed the attorneys that the cases which
they wanted tried must be assigned
early, as he could not be here after Friday of the second week. The organization and call of the docket used up the
Field Day Meet.
forenoon session, and as no case was
ready for trial, the afternoon session
was very short.
COLK WINS EASILY WITH A

Judge

Attorneys

jurors
comparatively quiet,
the week. All very orderly.
ing excused in the forenoon, and the
The annual convocation of Oxford
business
cleaned
week's
up by three
Chapter, No. 29, was held at Masonic
o'clock.
was

COMMUNICATION FROM F. Α.
SHURTLEFF h CO.

NOBWAY.

indicated very busy times, bj Saturday
morning everything that waa for actual
trial bad been disposed of, and the day

When the store of F. A. Shurtleff Λ
Co. was opened in the morning, the discovery was made that the burglars bad
carried off several hundred dollars'
worth of goods, having evidently put in
hour there before they tried;
a busy
SCORE OF
Brooks' window. Entrance at Shurtleff's
was
effected through the ice room,
POINTS.
THIRTY-SIX
TRASKS VS. THURKTONS.
which is a little annex built on at the !
On one side is a I
rear of the basement.
Wednesday morning work was begun
The field day meet held at the high
window, and on the other side a door on the suit of Loren J. Traek and Elmer
under the
The window was ; Traek vs. M. Ι, λ· V. A. Thurston. This school grounds Saturday,
which was barred.
the
opened by breaking a paue of glass op- was brought to recover a balance of auspices of. the Y. P. S. C. E. of sucposite the fastening. Some bran sacks about $427.00 claimed by the plaintiffs Congregational church, was very
were then hung over the window, evi- on a lumbering job in the winter of cessful and proved a very pleasant day
The
dently to hide a light. Exit was made llMll-2. The Thurstons had the general for all who were able to attend.
contract to do the cutting on Sunday River weather was much better than is usual
through the door opposite.
Having got in so far, it was necessary and Bear River for the International at this time of the year, the only unto force two doors to reach the store— Paper Co. They sublet a contract to pleasant part of it being the wind which
the tennis.
one in the basement which was barred, the Trasks, who are brothers living in interfered somewhat with
The first event, and tho only one to be
and another at the head of the stairs Newry and Bethel, to put about a million
which was locked and the key left on the and a half into Bull Branch of Sunday held in the forenoon, was the beginning
inside. Both these doors were opened River from a lot in Riley Plantation. of tho tennis tournament. The drawing
!
as
by boring holes with a bit so as to let Practically the amount was cut, as as- resulted in the players being paired
serted by the plaintiffs, according to the follows: Baldwin vs. Thayer, Fifield vs.
,
a piece of the panel and allow a
out
hand to be reached through to unfasten contract, which was not written, but Clark, Bolster vs. Cole. After the preI oral. In tinal settlement, before the liminary round S. Wheeler went into the
(the door.
Inside the store an attempt was made lumber was driven out, the Thurstons semi-finals against Bolster, and he and
Much to
tto secure what cash there might be out- kept back $300 of the contract price, be- Fifield went into the finals.
,
side
the safe. A gum-selling slot ma- cause of dissatisfaction with the per- the regret of all it was necessary to call
which stood on one of the show formance of the contract. This amouut, off the last set and leave the tourna(
chine
oases was smashed to secure some thirty : together with a few charges for board of ment unfinished because of darkness.
The field evouts occupied nearly all
or forty cents which it contaiued. There men and teams and other sundries outj
a general
are two cash registers in the store, one side the main contract, constitutes the the afternoon, and were as
the soda claim of the plaintiffs.
one at
them a small
of
thing won by narrow margins. Cole
The defence is tnat tue woric was not proved, without a doubt, to be the best
(fountain couuter, in which two or three !
dollars in change had been left. This lone according to contract, in eeveral man entered, and won 30 out of a posthev cleaned out.
respects. The lumber was to be cut in·:,sible 50 points. The greatest surprise
It was
to six-foot sticks, but a large quantity of was in throwing the base ball.
1 UO un ici
containing a iit was not cut at all or only partly cut thought that Cole would win this event
>De, with au oak base
each
;eparate money drawer for each clerk, tthrough; tbe cutting was not done clean easily, but instead R. Wheeler won,
S'o money in ever left in this register, \but the easiest part of the lot was cut of his three throws beating any one of
of the lumber was Colo's. The summaries of the events
a
ind the drawers were all standing open j (
,»ver; and large part
except the upper one, which was Mr. 1 anded higher on the brook than was; are as follows:
TK.NNIH luunnΑ.11Γ.Λ 1.
shurtleff's, and as he was on his vaca- sspecified, so that it was necessary to :
;ion, this was locked. The burglars at- \build an additional dam in order to Ha'dwin Inset Thayer, 6-S; 7-5.
Klflelil beat Clark, 0-1 ; β-].
empted to get into this by boring tfloat it out. In these and other de-,' Boleter
beat Cole, β-4; 6-1.
hrough the front of the drawer, but jpartures from the conditions of the I
SEMI FINALS.
a ttrade, the defendants allege that they
with
it
in
that
open
they
pried
'ailing
j
Klflelil beat Baldwin, 6-1 ; 8-6.
:hisel, not only destroying the drawer were damaged much more than the S. Wheeler beat Boleter, 6-2; 6-1.
jut spoiling the top of the cabinet, and ; jimount which they kept back in the setFINALS, UNF1M8II Kl>.
jreaking and deranging some of the jtlement.
Klflelil beat Wheeler, 6-0; Wheeler beat Kltlelil
Foster for
and
nechanism of the register. The total ;
75.
Parker for de- !
40-YAKD DASH.
traount of cash secured was not far from ]plaintiffs; Bisbee &
ihree dollars.
I ifendants.
Cole, Ut; McAlleter, 2d; Thayer, 3(1.
the
to
this
case
of
be
would
The
trial
it
occupied
THROWING HAHK BALL.
Of course
impossible
to tell everything in the line of mer- ιtime until the middle of Thursday after- R. Wheeler, 1st; Cole, 2nd; Bennett, 3*1.
The jury, after being out about
RUNNING HKGAU JUMP.
:handise which was carried off, but it· iioon
is thought to be not loss than tive hun-11 two hours, returned a verdict for the
Cole, let; Bennett. 2nd; McAlleter .'til. Beet
jump, 15 feet, 1-3 Incbee.
Ired dollars in value, and may be much j ]plaintiffs for $344.51). The case will go
ltKOAD JUMP.
more.
Of about a dozen cameras of 11to the law court.
9. Wheeler, let; Howard, 2nd; Thayer,3d. Beet
various sizes and values, all but one
PORTER VS. TOWLK.
Inches.
3
1-2
8
feet
jump
All the "flashlights," or
were taken.
70· VARD DASH.
A little more than an hour following
pocket eloctric lights, which had batter- the lumber case was occupied in the trial Cole, l»t; McAlleter, 2nd; Thayer,3d.
which were not 11
es were taken, two
IIOP-BTKP JUMP.
of William H. Porter vs. Aus-.
loaded being left. Three or four dozen I <af the case
The parties live at Rumford Colo, let; Bennett, 2nd; B. Wheeler, 3il. licet
fountain pens selling from ·$2.50 to $0.00 1tin Towle.
1U Inches.
feet
31
jump,
the case has once been tried
each were cleaned out entirely. A big [ ]rails, and
PUTTING 15-POUND SHUT.
court,
Falls
Rumford
i
in
tho
Municipal
an
was
haul in cutlery
made, including
2nd; 11. Wheeler, 3d. Iteet
to this court od appeal. It Baldwin, let; Cole,
iuvoice of about $125 worth of pocket 1 <and came
put, 35 feet, 9 lncbe-t.
to recover $4.50, the price
knives which had been unpacked but was brought
100 TABD DASH.
!
A handbag of a pair of shoes made by Towle for Cole, let; McAlleter, 2nd; Thayer, 3d.
□ot yet prepared for sale.
in 18»», which did not tit, and
was filled with scissors, but was loft in Porter
RUNNING HIGH JUMP.
the plaintiff after be-!
the store. Several boxes of shot gun were returned by
Cole, let; S. Wheeler, 2nd; Bennett, 31
was
There
he
as
says.
shells were ripp d open and the shells ing paid for,
On the scale of 5 points to the winner,
but after the 1
:
carried off. No boxes or cases were some conflict of testimony,
3 to eecond and 1 to third, the contestPowers
had
been
case
heard,
Judge
fully
taken, but shalle, fountain pens, jackthe following number of
that as a matter of law, ac- ants made
knives and everything else was dumped. told the jury
Cole 36, McAlister 10, Bennett
to the plaintiff's own testimony, points:
K.
Arthur
to
cording
A suit case belonging
R. Wheeler β, Baldwin 5,
shoes were not returned within a S, S. Wheeler 8,
Shurtleff, which had been left in the the
Howard 3, H. Wheeler 1.
and he therefore order· Thayer 4,
reasonable
!
time,
was
and
was
taken,
back room,
probably
Wheeler win the tennis tourna«Refendant; Stevenson ShouldheS.would
found convenient for carrying off the
make 5 more points and
ment
a.
t
were evidently f )t plaintiff; Parker for defendant.
intruders
The
"swag."
win eecond place, otherwise McAlister
blessed with good appetites and probably
OI.DHAM V8. CARVKK.
Wheeler and Bennett
and
will be second
In the tennis
good digestions, as they got away with
case of Lovell F. Oldham vs. tied for third place.
The
about two quarts of cream during their
James W Carver was tried Friday fore- tournament it was necessary to win two
stay.
Oldham lives on a farm at East out of three sets, but only in the finals
noon.
I era, Carver in Auburn. The suit is to was it necessary to play the third set.

with a shock of surprise that
It
There was a brief epidemic of burning the people of South Paris learned of the
last
chimneys the first of the week. Mon- sudden death of Freeman C. Merrill had
I
Mr. Merrill
day evening a chimney at Wn. J. Wednesday morning.
but
Wheeler's burned out in quite lively I quite a serious illness last winter,
atfashion. Two lines of garden hose were I had recovered from it so that he had
the
carried up and the roof was wet down. I tended to business as usual during
summer, and appeared to be in ordinary
so that, though sparks flew freely,
the early hours
ing caught. The next forenoon a chim- health on Tuesday. In
F. of Wednesday he was taken with an ill
ney burned out in the house of A.
Harrows on Skillings Avenue, and sparks turn, and lived but a few minutes.
of Guilford,
caught on the roof, but as ladders were I Mr. Merrill was a native
!
March 15,
set ami the bouse was being properly in which town he was born
Mechanic
guarded, it was extinguished without 1828, but his parents moved to
He learned
a boy.
damage. The roofs were very dry be- Falls when he was
and confore the rain, and one spark might have the trade of an iron founder,
tinued in that trade all his life, purmade a lot of trouble.
chasing the Ilersey foundry in South
Paris Grange desires to take on new Paris nearly forty years ago, and engaglife and to see a large attendance every ing in the business of manufacturing the
Saturday promptly at 1 SlO p.m. The Hersey plows and other agricultural imdiscussion last Saturday was of interest. I plements.
It was suggested that papers be prepared
Mr. Merrill was a man of high charI
on "Forestry," "'History of Agriculture," acter, and as a business man and a citiami various home topics. Oct. 21st the zen was held in high esteem. He was
choir; not a member of any church, but was a
programme provides music by
reading, Mrs. Geo. constant attendant at the Baptist church.
song, Mr. Pike;
Chapman; discussion of houskeeping by He had been a member of Paris Lodge
Mrs. Hammond, Mrs. Brooks and Mrs. of Masons for forty years, and had filled
Briggs; essay, Mrs. Carrie Briggs; reci- various positions in the lodge. He was
tation, I.illa Swift. The grange will also a member of Oxford Chapter at
observe Oct. 2Sth as anniversary day and Norway.
Mr. Merrill was married three times.
hopes to see all charter members. There
will be an all day meeting with dinner, His first wife was Sarah Α., daughter
a special address of Seneca Brett, who lived but a few
poem, history, music,
secyears. A son died in infaucy. The
by Kev. Howard A. Clifford.
ond wife was Mary D. Anderson of OtisThe sheriff's office at the court house tield, who had two daughters, both of
was quite a lively place for a short time whom are dead.
The third wife, who
Suuday. Deputy Sheriffs Phillips and survives him, was Matilda J., daughter
DeC'oster found near the railroad a man of Josiah T. Stetson of Sumner.
giving his name ar Morey, who was eviThe funoial was held at the Baptist
dently a hobo, and who also proved to church at 2 r. u. Friday, attended by
be, in the vocabulary of the fraternity, .he pastor, Kev. J. W. Chesbro, assist"bughouse." They toled him up to the ed by Rjv. B. S. Hideout of Norway,
office, and while tbey were giving him an and was m charge of Paris Lodge, P. and
examination there he was taken violent- A. M.,
by whom the usual funeral service
ly insane, and started to go through the of the order was given. Burial in Pine
back window. He succeeded in smash- Grove Cemetery.
ing the big pane of glass which formed
Card of Thanks.
j
the lower half of the window, but didn't
We desire to express our sincere
get through. His insanity was no fake,
for he didn't calm dowq until a doctor thanks to all friends and neighbors who
He
was called and injected morphine.
in Miy way assisted us in our recent
has since been under treatment in the affliction. Also to all who gave flowers,
no
had
money, to those who sang, and also to the
jail. On his person he
but an ordinary tramp's outfit of toilet
for their attendance.
watch grange
This
watch.
articles, and a gold
Mk Nathaniel M. Row κ and Family.
I
is
but
is uot an expensive one,
practicalDr.
Glasses on weekly payments.
ly new. It bears no maker's name, but
"Railway Par men ter. Read my ad.
on
the dial,
is marked
Special," and has each «et of figure in » 1 See the
unique Herald· at Samantha
circle of green enamel. Work* are numAllen at the Coart of Fame.
was

At the stroke of ten last Tuesday
gang of store-breakers morning Sheriff Mclntire
announced
which has been operating to the north
"Court!1' Judge Powers in his official
of us reached South Paris Wednesday
robe ascended the bench, and the Octonight. At any rate, that or some other ber term of court was in session. Prayer
and
a
raid
on
visited
made
us,
gang
big
Rideout of
was offered by Rev. B. S.
the drug store of P. A. Shurtleff & Co.,
besides attempting the drug store of J. Norway.
After the usual formalities of proclaU. Brooke, from which they were scared

Apparently the

be distinctly seen.
Mr. Brooks immediately went to the
telephone, and called up Jailer Farrar,
getting him at once, and told him what

_

j

from the Store of F. A.

Mr. Brooks has for some time slept in
a cabinet bed in the back room of his
store in Odd Fellows' Block. At about
Mr. Brooks
2:4ô Thursday morning
heard some one attempting to tear off
the screen on the window, which was
the full size of the window and was
nailed on the outside. On this side of
the building the baseiueut is eutirely
above ground, so that this window is
ten or twelve feet from the ground.
Mr. Brooks spoke but the man did not
hear. Mr. Brooke then jumped out of
bed and went to the window, where he
faced the head and shoulders of the man,
who was standing on a ladder and working on the screen. Throwing the window up Mr. Brooks exclaimed, "Get out
of this or I'll blow your head off!" The
man jumped to the ground, and another
man, who had been standing on the
ground near the building, came out into
view, and both ran out on to lligh Street,
one of them saying as they rau, "Don't
shoot too quick!" Although it was raining at the time, the moon being nearly
full it was so light that the men could

HI'IVIM.
I nlv« realist

·,

Supreme Judicial Court.

awa*.

Evening topic at the Uoiversalisl
church next Sunday, "The value of the
present moment." Leader Mrs. A. D.
Park.

!.

at South Paris.

OCTOBER TERM, 1900.
Frederick A. Powers,
Justice,
Clerk.
Charles F. Whitman,
Shurtleff & Co.
Charles P. Barnes,
County Attorney.
Sheriff.
Bertrand G. Mclntire,
ALSO ATTEMPTED THE STORE OF J. H. W. L.
Jailer.
Farrar,
Crier.
BROOKS, BUT FOUND THE PROPRIETOR Η. Ε. Hammond,
Messenger.
Ralph I. Trask,
IN, AND OOT AWAT SPEEDILY.
Libiarian.
Walter L. Gray,

Large Haul

lin,

OFFICB.

7.30

visiting

her

The W. C. T. U. will meet Fridaj
afternoon at 3 o'clock with Mrs. L. C.
Morton.

SOUTH PARIS

east)—5 3*> a. M.· dallv 9«ϋ A. M.,
dally except Sunday ; 4:35 P. M., dally.
t,,.lug up (west)—»:30A.M., dallv; ΪΛϊ. M..
(Ally except Sunday ; 8:47 p. m., dally.
ixuliig dowh

« tillce

is

See

Mrs. Georgie Stone of Bryant's Pond
is a guest at J. P. Richardson's.

RAILWAY.

SOl'TH IAKIS POST

coming!

L. A. Rounds
brother in Auburn.

Commencing October 1,1905,
THAl.NS

ia

ί

/Î ftuflrtfi'i -|

λ LOW PRICE
—

Couldn't Lift Ten Pounds.

Him Feel Twenty-Five
Years Younger.
Sick kidneys cause a weak, lame or
back, and a weak back makes

odd patterns

clean

an J

aching

weak man. Can't be well and strong
until the kidneys are cured. Treat them
Here*· the
with iHjan's Kidney Pills.
testimony of one man cured.
J. B. Corton,
farmer and lumberman. of
Deppe, N. O.,
a

says "I suffered for years
with my back.
It was so bad
I could
that
not walk any
nor
distance
in
ride
even
I
easy buggy.
do not believe

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

DeWITT'S
WITCH HAZEL

SALVE

J. b. cobtox.

I could hare raised ten pounds of weight
from the ground, the pain was so severe.
This was my condition when I began using Doan's Kidney Pills. They quickly
relieved me aud now I am never troubled
as I was.
My back is strong and I can
walk or ride a loug distance and feel just

strong as I did twenty-five years ago.
I think so much of Doan's Kidney Pills
that I have given a supply of the remedy
to some of my neighbors and they have
TBI ORIGINAL.
also found good results. If you can sift
anything from this rambling note that
A Well Known Cure for Piles. will be of any service to you, or to any
Cuw obetlnata aorte, chapped hands, ec- one suffering from kidney trouble, you
and scalds are at liberty to do so."
wma, akin diaeases. Makes burns
the quality
Δ FREE TRIAL of this great kidney
pelnleaa. Wo could not improve
tf paid double the price. The best salve medicine which cured Mr. Corton will be
that experience oaa produce or that money mailed on application to any part of the
can buy.
United States. Address Foster-Milburn
Co.. RutTalo. X. Y. Sold by all dealers;
price, liny cents per bos.
as

Cores Piles Permanently
DeWttt'a la the original and only pure and
Witch Haiel Salve made. Look for

Cuino

That Boy

by F. A. Shurtleff <k Co.

Eastern Steamship Company.
Portland Division.

FORTLANO AND BOSTON UNE.
F*ro $1.25.
steamers of this line leave
Superb
Franklin Wharf, Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except Sunday) at
7 p. si.
new

All cargo, except Live Stock,
steamers of this Company, is
against tire and marine risk.
F.

Agent,

LISCOMB,

Wharf, Portland,

via the
insured

Me.

Franklin

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice Prefldent
and General Manager, Boston, Mass.

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

OR GIRL

is

good student,

a

constant
to

study

is

affect the eyes.

bv

ted

2β8.—Ilpu.
When the following words have been
below
rightly guessed and written one
another the zigzag, beginning at the
Ho.

band

left

upper

Elm

7. To
every twenty-four hours.
browse. 8. Without sense. 9. Twelve.

pening

Xo. ίββ.—Profrfulvt Enl*maa.
1. He was 1 2-3-4 boy, and his face
was 1-2-3-4 when he stood up to speak.
2. He likes to 1-2-3 4-5-6-7-8-9-10
books and study questions of 1-2-3

4-5-6-7-8-0-10 also.

Ko. 270.—A Wood Pile.

Sticks of wood are big things to hide,
but there are nine different kinds hidden in what Jack says:

"I've been as busy as a bee, chopping
wood for a short time, hoping to give
papa and mamma pleasure by earning
O, a king wouldn't be
some money.

prouder than 1 If 1 could—and give up
I never will! 1 shall tell Archie, Bell
and Will Owen I'll pick berries for
them, and If I meed around the village I could pick up a good deal of
work."

271.—Fractional Problem.
Take part of an error, a room for a
prisoner, two-thirds of a busy little
Insect and a certain amouut of righteousness and make a word that applies
to a great variety of things that can
N'o.

uot be classified.

372.—Rlddlemere·.
plum, but not in peach;
oak. but not In beech;
stone, but not in rock;
door, but not In lock;
old. but not In new;

In
In
In
In
In
In rain, but not In dew.
Whole a large and renowned

No. 27».—A Son* Title.

by

fit-

S. Richards,

No.

Picture Frames
No

equals Lowney's

cocoa

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

blacker
strength.
but
colored chemically
inferior in real strength.
Lowney's Cocoa is not
loaded with ground cocoashells, flour, starch, or other
adulterants.
It consists of nothing but
choicest cocoa beans
the
ground to flour fineness.
The result is the most delicious, purest and finest fla-

L. M. TUFTS,

Such cocoa as Lowney's, if
made abroad and duties paid,
would cost double the Lowney

Mats, Mirrors

Some

are

—

—

Mouldings s,J.

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

vored

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

cocoa

possible.

price.

SOUTH PARIS.

The Walter M. Lowney Co.,

F0I£T3H0NFF"°TAR

BOSTON.

Iwm Cold·! PnvMts PbmiotH

^

d

âviNjAiç y^

^

J)

ne*
large, new buildings and
course
e<iuipnient throughout, revised
i
of study and increased teaching force,
PLEASE SEND YOUR CATALOGUE
"" '°'"1
GIVING PULL INFORMATION

With

To lis.
FILL OUT. CUT OFF AND .MAIL

To

City

Never has there been such a demam
for young people who have a thoruugl
than ϋΟ ap
training for business. More
for Blis
plications a month are received
Street, graduates.
Full information togethe
with an illustrated catalogue will be sen
A call at the school wil
or town, upon request.
FAL1
convince you of its superiority.
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER IS.
State.
BLISS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.

/rawtord
^^(ooking-i^nges

^

have

more

improvements than all other ranges A

M combined.
<s
Single Damper (patented) ; worth the price

y*

ter

of the

)\

Λ

V
Saves fuel—saves worry.
Oven Flues ; never leak. Insure bet-

range.

Cup-Joint
baking.
Improved Dock-Ash Grate (patented) ; makes

a

better fire—one that will keep over night. Saves fuel.
Gas Shelf ; goes on in place of the usual end shelf.

supplementary gas range.
Designs—less nickel ornamentation—are making a hit. Artistic, handsome, easily kept
A

Our New Plain

clean.

SOLD BY

PROGRESSIVE DEALERS.

®ears the

CASTORIA For Infants and CMdren.
Dm KM Yn Hin Alwajt BwigM

of

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any
CAR

quantity desired.

LOAD

LOTS

For Price and Particulars address,

A

SPECIALTY.

*

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

But so far as regards the few clothes,
the few are as dainty as possible, and
the stock of them is large. Soft Persian
lawn and the sheerest and finest of
French nainsook fashion the frocks and
petticoats. The little undershirt is of
the finest cashmere, woven without any
hard or harsh seams, so that the delicate
little flesh is not creased or ridged. The
socks and bootees, or boots, are likewiee
of the finest and softest, and any superfluous weight is religiously eliminated
from the baby wardrobe. Everything is
as possible, and fastenings are
as light
few and simple.
But the young mother who likes dainty
things for her wee folk can indulge to
her heart's content. Sashes, shoulder
knots, ribbon bows for the tiny shoes—
just after the fashion of grownups—and
all sorts of smart fixings and contrivances for the bassinette and the baby carriage alike will give due opportunity for
a display of taste in this direction.
The bassinette may be of willow or rattan, though there are many instances
where a clothes basket is trimmed so
cleverly for a bassinet that the uninitiated could never discover the difference.
The little mattress is laid in the bottom
and a waterproof sheeting (one of the
kind that has absolutely no rubber whatsoever in its construction) laid over it.—
Ex.

274.—Reversible Square·.
ι

a

4

0

8

8

β

9

Cafe.

by an obeaqaloua waiter.
"I want two eggs," said
one "fried
other."
"

Ό* i>
ed waiter.

on

one

the American,

aide and

one on

the

that, sir?" asked the astoundside and

"Two eggs—one fried on one
the other.1'
"Very well, air."
The waiter was gone several minutes,
and when he returned bis face was a
one on

study.

Por

A oimal Story
Little Polka

fa

RADE Ml II NEW iN

THE PIG WHO WOULD
BE LITERAL
the literal pig.
of
passing Intently on a page out
"Mother Goose" which litlle Hill had
dropped Into Ills pen:
Lurber, barber. shnvr α pig.
How many hairs will mn!:e π wig?
Pour and twenty; that's enough.
Give the poor barber a plr.rh of snuff.
"What's tbe use of writing such stuff
about what never happened! But. nev'.rue
er mind. I shall make this literally
through the experience I be-

grunted

"Oof. oof!"

"Would you please repeat your horder,
sir?"
"I said very distinctly, two eggs—one
fried on one side and one on the other."
by going
Oppressive silence, and then a dazed lieve in being literal—oof. oof!"
"Very well, sir."
barSaying which he set out for the
This time he was gone longer, and
ber shop In the village. The barbcv
when he returned he said, anxious! ν :
"Would it be awsking too much, sir,
to 'ave you repeat your horder, sir? I
cawn't think I 'ave it right, sir, y' know."
"Two eggs," said the American sadly
and patiently; "one fried on one side
and one on the other."
More oppressive silence and another
and fainter "Very well, sir."
This time he was gone longer. When
he returned his collar was unbuttoned,
his hair dishevelled and his face scratched and bleeding. Leaning over the waiting patron he whispered beseechingly:
"Would you mind tyking boiled heggs,
sir? I've 'ad some words with the cook."

Mary

Is

in front of a high, purple
Week before we
mountain at Berne.
Lucerne's a green and
were in Lucerne.
brown Hon asleep in the cleft of a pink
rock, I should judge.
"Last month we were at Brighton,
and that's a long sanatorium with 200

a

yellow

cow

When Baby Arrives.
The mother—Isn't be just perfect?

The father—Great kid!
The uncle—What, another?
The aunt (on tho mother's
favors all of us !
The aunt (on the father's
favors all of us !

The nurse—He's
poor sleeper.
The bachelor friend—I'm sorry

for

them.
The cook—He's a darlint! (I'll give
'em notice to-morrow.)
The doctor—Shall I charge $50 or $100?
The cynic—Well, it isn't his fault.
The clergyman—Another soul.
The milkman—Another customer.

lula-

RENEWS THE ENTHE TRUE
ERGIES AND IMPARTS VISOR AND
8TRENQTH TO BOOT *ND MIND

Wood

Àtx.Seum *
RxJUUSJ*-

AàmSfd·

confusion.
"Yes. I," said the literal pig.
When the barber could control himself he set piggy In a chair and began

Aperfecl Remedy forCons tipa
Γιοη, Sour Stomach,Diarrhoea
Facsimile Signature of

M*'n»

NEW YORK.
Alb

In the District Court of the United State» for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
ΛΙΛΆ H J. MARBLE,

J

of Rumford, Bankrupt )
To the creditors of Alvah J. Marble In the
County of Oxford and district aforesatd :
Notice Is hereby given that on tne 30th day of
Sept., Λ. D. 1905, the said Alvah ·) Marble was
duly adjudicated Imnkruut, and that the first
meeting of Ids creditors will be held utthe Court
House, in South I'arls, on the lsth day of "ct.,
Λ. D. 1905, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,

J ~y

(very
I

opened.
Key to tjie Punier.
When washing flannels, never let then
1.
Primate
Additions:
No. 201.
I lie long in the water if you want then
primrose. 2. Capsize.
I to look nice. They should be washe<
No. 202.—Illustrated Numerical Euig I and hung out to dry as quickly as possi
ma: Be good, sweet maid, and let whe I ble.
Remember, when ironing them
I only a moderately hot iron should bi
will be clever.
Double Decapitations: 1 I used.
No. 203.
For a paste blacking for boots, taki
Wheel, heel, ell. 2. Breach, reach, each
I one pound of ivory black, nine ounces ο
No. 204.—Riddle: Drill.
I treacle, two ounces of olive oil, andthi
No. 20Γ».—Double Acrostic: Primals- I same
quantity of oil of vitriol. Worl
Cross
Septeiuber. Finals—Partridge.
I the first three ingredients well together
words—1. Scrip. 2. Enigma. 3. Pow I then add the oil of vitriol, working al
1er. 4. Torrent. 5. Ether. 0. Macaroni I into stiff paste with water.
I If palms are sponged occasionally witl
7. Buzzard. 8. Ending, i). Recede.
and lukewarn
milk
No. 200.
Anagrams: Slate, teals equal parts of
I
water they will retain a healthy gloss.
stale.
tales,
least,
steal,
l'ut a teaepoonful of ammonia in ι
Odd Divisions: 1. Tract
No. 207.
I quart of water, wash your combi
able. 2. Roae-mary.
I and brushes in this, and all grease and
I dirt will disappear. Rinse, shake, anc
BRONCHITIS FOR TWENTY YEARS I dry in the sun or by the fire.
Never rinse white lace in blue watei
Mrs. Minerva Smith of Danville, 111.
will itn
writes: "I bad bronchitis for twenty I under the impression that this
Real lace should b<
color.
I
the
usee
until
I
never
relief
prove
and
years
got
which wil
Foley's Honey and Tar which is a sure I finally rinsed in skim milk,
I give it the soft, creamy tint so much ad
cure." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

j

—

—

—

I mired.

"Are you going to betray the people I
A few drops of cider vinegar rubbec
after they put you into office?"
I into the hands after washing clothes wil
"My dear sir," answered Senatoi I keep them smooth and take away th<
Sorghum, "you misapprehend. The I spongy feeling they always have aftei
people did not put me into office. Anc I being in the water a good while.
shall I go back on the men who did?1
To keep butter, fill a bowl with colc
I water. Put the butter on a plate and
Indigestion, constipation, dyspepsia, I put on top of the bowl, then take a piec<
kidney and liver disorders, and al! I of butter muslin and put over the buttei
stomach troubles positively cured bj I and let both ends drop into the water
using Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea I You can easily get the butter for use
35 cents. Tea or Tablets. F. A. Short- I and you will find it is quite solid anc
leff à Co. ; Orin Stevens.
I cool.
Mix stove blacking with vinegar; thii
"She was very much affected, was she I will make the blacking still better and
bad
at
the
news?'1
not,
I also give a better polish.
"I should eay so. Her eyes dropped,
I Discolored enameled saucepans cat
her voice broke, her face fell and finally ofton be mad > to look like new by boil
I
she burst into.tears."
I ing a little chloride of lime in the watei
I with which they are filled.
No danger of consumption if yon us<
Teapots should be washed and driec
Foley's Honey and Tar to cure that stub I after each meal, and once a week have ι
born cough. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
I strong solution of washing soda pourec
ensure de
thai I boiling into them. This will
she'·

J

Mr. Owen Dunn, of Benton Ferry, W.
Va., writes: "I have had kidney and
bladder trouble for yeare, and it became
so bad that I was obliged to get up at
least a dozen times a night. I never received any permanent benefit from any
medicine until I tried Foley'» Kidney
Cure. After using two bottles, I am
cured." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.

It was nine miles from anywhere and
the machine bad balked. "Do you know
anything about automobiles?" asked the
owner, speaking to a man in a buggy
who was driving along. "Yes, sir," said
the man, "I do. I've been run over by
four of 'em. Good morning."

never

AS

}

A
DAILY

me

down."

"An' what did he do?"
"Sont rae un."—Exchange.

dangërTn

FALL COLDS.

Fall colds are liable to hang on all
winter having the seeds of pneumonia,
bronchitis or
Foley'f
consumption.
Honey and Tar cures quickly and pre
vents serious results. It is old and reliable, tried and tested, safe and sure
contains no opiates and will not consti
pate. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

The

Complete, Ready F οι
Shaving

only

worm·

PAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
THE NEWYour name and address on a postal card to
will
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City,

bring

iure,

yes sir!" responded the young
cheerfully. "I have a friend whe
preacher, and he'll do it cheap!"

Safety

49c

man,
is a

Co Mother·.
Stamina carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
a ufe and «are remedy for infanta and children,
and see that It

Important

Razoi

Postage
5c

Additional

Bear* the
Signature of

"I hear that there is a rumor going
about that we are engaged, Miss Johnson."
"Indeed, Mr. Jones! What an insult to
me! You contradicted it at once, oi

course?"

"Oh, yes, rather. I said I was
enough for almost anything, but"—

fool

NEVER ASK ADVICE.
When you have a cough or cold don't
ask what is good for It and get some
medicine with little or no merit and
perhaps dangerous. Ask for Foley1!

Honey and Tar, the greatest throat and
lung remedy, it cures coughs and coldt
quickly. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
As Selfish as Most of Us. Wilson—
What do you think of government owner-

ship?
Gilson—Well, I should
heartily if I had anything
the government to buy.

approve of i(
that I wanted

"WATCH THE KIDNEY'S."
"When they are affected, life is ii

danger," says Dr. Abernethy, the great
English physician. \ Foley's Kidney
Cure makes sound kidneys. F. A. Shurt-

The best

razor

madr

maker In America

the sauie mold· ne hi?
widely advertised hi «h priced kind.
These were stamped with a dlRrrenl

these

razors

brand for
In

that

fell

In

dmru

1.4HKI

When

of

the

export

got

MACY'B
them.

return your money.
that

fit

any

prettier

I>um of Residuary
2.20 14.

The

Mfvty

rmor

for

Postage 5 cents additional.

our

is not

a

word for
mere

a Safety Razor,
something. This

rnzor:

It's

t.

clever

■having instrument, an Instrument thai
takes the place of a barber's skill. You
can't
help giving yourself α clean,
smooth shave.

This Is just a sample of the bargain*
offered In our BOO pave Catalogue
which will be sent free upon remuent,
This book Illustrates and describes out
everyImmense stock of merchandise

R. H. MACY <a CO.,

/

\

I

by Almont, Jr.,

legatee,2.311-2; Ueyscr 15oy,

.by Dictator,

House of S rooms, stable and two 3d dam, Mermaid,
Sister of I.it 0«-a!rtta, 2.29 3-4 : fc-niii'lam of
of land, fruit trees, etc. All in
Lucretla, 2.2»; Blaine, 2.27 12; ilani of AlmoDt
condition. Apply to
F. A. TAYLOR,
Buckfield, Me.

Dictator, sire of 1.
WILL STAND AT W. J.

TERMS: |25 TO WARRANT.

1829.

WHEELER'S STABLE, SOUTH PARIS, MK.
ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

Glenwood
Makes

Yotdj* Old

Ratipe,
I. W.

NASH,

Cooking Easy

H

-ta/zen* in JSxc/vetrtye^

SHAW, BUCKFIELD.

CASTORIA

For Infants and Children,

signature

The Kind Ynu Have Alwavs Bought

of

MASONIO BLOCK,

Telephone Connection.

NORWAY.

If you

1237 Farm Hunters answered our newspaper advertising during Julj.
If you want to g<t a quick, cash sale
•vrito today for our KUEE description
blanks, so that your farm may be brought
.·.» the attention of these Kami Buyers.
We require no advance payment
"Strout's Bargain Llet" of big trades
mailed free.
—

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY,

ISO Nattau 81., Ν. Y. Tremont Tempi·, BOSTON
A sont·.
D. M.
W. O. FROTHING HAM, South l'aria.
FRENCH, Norway.

now

Meat Market.

ItoWtttjBjKjû

'-1^-

*'

rà'ih~i

only knew how pood,
durable, how satisfactory

Paroid

Roofing

really is; if you only knew how easily it can bo
put on and how long it lasts; if you only knew
what a good all-round roof it is, you would savo
money by using it for every building on the place.
Weather proof, wear proof, contains 110 tar, sluto color,
any one can lay it. Let us prove to you what the
genuine Paroid Hooting will do.
Send for Free Sample
It will save you
"Building Economy."
cheap imitation. Get the genuine—
the roof that lasts. A complete rooting

and book
money.

on

Don't take a

kit la every roil.

3. P. MAXIM k SON,

AGENTS,
Sou.'li Paris,

r.

12"'.»

113.

You Can Save Something
Every Day With A New

—

oomplainta

by Mambrino King.

Datn of Chiinc.-lirlnu (4), 2.28 I I, sire ol KlorMa
Chime* ({>), 2.10 1-4, an«l 2 others In 2.Λ).

2d dam, Toilet,

SOI'TH

Foaled June 2Λ,

deal

We sell one' dosen

If you have never used
then take

DIRECT.

Dam, The Countess

J|

razors,
prloo 111

Postage 5 eents additional.
Try till* rumor. It's the equal of the high
priced kind, because It in one of the
high priced kind. If you're not enthualn«tl<· over it. Just send It back, and we'll
blades

WHEELER,

Black colt, large stripe, front ankles white, hind legs white.
1902. Bred at Village Farm.
Sikkd uv DutKCT Hal, 2.04 1-4.

the

conta each.

razor

DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J.
PARIS, MAINE. TERMS: *20 TO WARRANT.

export. The only difference 1ϋ

atanip.

through

91.24.

in 2.30.

Licensed Taxidermist,

LET VS EXPLAIN

copy.

in
Sired by Dark Dkvil, 2.09, by Mamihuxo Kino, "The Handsomest Horse
Jkwki. ( Dam of Lord March. 2.11 1-2; Diamond
the World." Dam Jkwki..
hind ankle
King, (p) 2.1i) 1-2; Point Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Bay mare, large snip, A right
Bred at Village Farm. Sired by i.mont J κ., 1*2'.'.
white. Foaled June 8, 1886.
:!-4:
Record 2.2(1. Sire of Bell Hamlin, 2.12 3-4; Wardwell, 2.14 1-4; («lobe, 2.14
And 40 others
Orvid, (ρ) 2.15 1-4; Wardwell, (ρ) 2.10 1-4; Architect, (p) 2.10 1-4;

For Sale.

J. WALDO

In Uie For Over 30 Yeara.
The Kind Too Bave Alwayt JSoofht.

sample

white ankle*
Handsomest Stallion in Maine. Every inch a king. Black stallion,
behind, 10 hand», weighs 1100 pounds, owned by
JOUN B. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.
WM. J. WIIEELER, South l'aris, Me.

V
I

a*f«, entirely Tegeubl· renu.ly fur
or adult·. 35a at your 4ru«Ut·.
A CO., Auburn, Me.

In children

"But do you think, young man," said
her father, "that you can afford to mar-

ry?"
"0,

you a free

DECORATE.

MAINE.

PB. J. F, TKl'K

good

was

the Pool barber shop."

j,

acres

A. Shurtleff Λ Co. ; Orin Stevens.

The poet of "The Kirksville Echo"
called on to write an "ad" for a
local barber shop Wednesday, and thit
is what he wrote: "I have seen the rose
shed its leaves to the morning sun, but I
never saw shaving so easily done as al

■

4

Bold Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

COUNT

M

OfNTftUM

almost :w
newspaper for busy people,
anil your Rural Free Delivery Carrivi
week.
brings it to your door three times every
It is ]>ubli»lie<l on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
news
cf The Daily
and contains all the most important
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
n«t
If you live in the village or on a farm and haw
touch
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close
with all important news of the world at a verv small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, but you can secure it w itii
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

AS

pet there."—Philadelphia Ledger.

Down and L'p.
"Wot did ver tell de judge?"
"Dat everybody wuz tryin' to keep

CASTORIA

MS

I

is a metropolitan
good as a daily,

GOOD

Ε. H. PIKE,

A go<wl notion i.; never lost. It is η
treasure 1 :id up and guarded for the
doer's need.—Calderon.

1d

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST

I

The mace was originally a potent
NOTICE.
weapon of offense, originating doubtThe subscriber hereby gives notlrc that he
less in that earliest and most common has been duly appointed administrator of the
an estate of
weapon, the wooden club. It was
HENRY F. COLE, late of Woodstock,
essential part of a knight's accouter- lu the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
at
close
useful
as the Uw directs. All persons having
bonds
quarters.
inent, being
1
the estate of said deceased are
demands
For ready convenience it was hung at desired to against the same for settlement, and
present
make
to
ancient
an
paypoem; all Indebted thereto arc requested
bis saddlebow. Bays

''He'll never reach the top iti his profession."
"Why. he believes lie's there now."
"That's the very reason that he'll

»

C

j

TMI

)
In the matter of
ALPHONSO J. BILUNGS. In Bankruptcy,
of Oxford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Alphonse J. Billings In the
County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
Notice is hereby given that on the 80th dav of
Sept., Λ. D. 1905, the said Alphonso J. Billings
was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the tir*t
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
South Paris, on the 18th
Court House, In
at 10 o'clock
«lay of October, A. D. 1905, time
the said
at which
In the forenoon,
creditors
attend,
may
prove their claims,

WEST PARIS,

se

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

leff ά Co.
Fresh meats of all kinds constantly on
I licately flavored tea, if properly made,
Maye."
j When cleaning grate· add half a dozer
Give and Take, frrhe other day th< thing needed for men's or women's wear hand.
"How do you know?"
to the black lead
head of a boarding fchool noticed one ol
"She asked her to be ber bridesmaid.' I drops of turpentine
Corned beef and salt pork a specialty.
I stir well, and a beautiful polish will b< the boys wiping hi· knife on the table- or In the home. A General Encyclopedia
fish arrives every Monday afterFresh
Goods
and
It
also
Departfinished.
the
when
of
Dry
Largest
keepi
result
II
the
cures
coughi
Foley's Honey and Tar
cloth, and pounced ân him at onoe.
and colds and prevents
pneumonia I stoves from rusting when not in use.take
"Is that what jja do at home?" he ment Store under one roof in this entire noon and Thursday morning.
Take no substitutes. F. ▲. Shurtleff Λ I Next time you burn any milk,
Am shipping live stock every week,
asked indignantly. /
country. A postal will bring you this cataI the saucepan off the fire and stand it al
Co.
the boy, quickly, logue free. Address Jtoom 201.
no,
"Oh,
and paying full market price.
answ^ed
lonce in a bowl of oold water. Put ι "we have clean kni
the
The English seem to recognize anc I pinch of salt in the saucepan, give
T. Tliayer,
and you will find that the
enjoy their reputation for stolidity anc ! milk a stir, has
Girls, if yon watil red lips, laughing
MARKET SQUARE, SOUTH PARIS.
if not entirely
burnt taste
almost,
II
Olobe"
London
"The
quote!
taciturnity.
eyes, sweet tMatb and good looks use
an American as asking a waiter in ι I disappeared.
Hollister's Bfftky Mountain Tea. The
of stocking-leg· kept handy it
A
restaurant:
j
pair
Sahs
greatest
bftutifier known. 36 cents,
nousewife'i
the
will
save
kitchen
■ the
"Doesn't any one ever laugh here?"
F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co.:
oi Tea or DÉflets.
MEW YORK.
on
when
if
oooking
slipped
"Yet, sir," replied the waiter. "Some- {sleeves
ί
Orin
dishwashing has to be don·.
about it."
time· we have
"Maude thinks

1111>

) S

Wanted.

I potatoes.
( Parsnips possess the same virtues ai
I sarsaparilla.
Apples, carrots, and Brazil nuts are
I excellent for sufferers from constipation.
Asparagus stimulates the kidneys.
I Bananas are beneficial to siifferen
I from chest complaints.
It makes no difference how long you
I Celery contains sulphur, and helps U. have been sick, if you are troubled with
I ward off rheumatism.
indigestion, constipation, liver and kidCranberries are astringent, and correci ney troubles, Hollister's Rocky Mountain
I the liver when it is suffering from in Tea will make you well. 35 cents. F.

j

111 ο

1) ( » S

I

"Then, to be literal," answered the
"I can't finish the job
for nothing. You get out!"
"That's the most literal thing I've pppolnt a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
transact such other business as may
learned," gruuted the pig.—Detroit and
properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, Oct. 2, 1905.
Journal.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Keferce In Bankruptcy.
The Mare.

Dnonted.

For Over
Thirty Years

Worms .Convulsions .Fcverishand Loss OF SLEEP.

ness

Floor lioartls for sale

to cut Ills bristles.
"Hurt you?" asked the barber.
and transact such other business as may properly
said meeting.
"Like fury." said the pig. "but It come before Oct.
South i'arls,
2, 1'JO.V
By tlu·
GEO. A. WILSON.
must be done to be literal.
Referee In Bankruptcy.
to
take
it
would
way. how many hairs
make a wig?"
"About a thousand." said the barber.
"No. no; to* be literal it would take
four and twenty. That's enough, don't
you know?" droned tbe pig.
"Well, to be literal," said the barber,
"Where's the pinch of snuff I get?"
"I really forgot It," cried the pig in

<*

wyw

NOTICE.

In
was much amused to see a pig
tlu- shop, but his amusement grew into
amazement when the literal pig said
in good pig English. "I want a shave."
"You?" cried the good man In givat
come

of

tfOUJ*SWUn.HTQŒS

Cllt.\DLER,

w.

Signature

Promotcs Digestion.Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine norMineraL
Not "Narc otic

E. W. ClltMDIiDR,

E.

"WHERE'S

Bears the

L. F.

West Sumnrj
THE PINCH Of SNUFF I UET.'

Always Bought

ÀVfegetable Preparationfor As-

all mankind."—5. IF. Gonkm.ChtsltrvUU, Mi.

Matched Hard

dismay.

side)—He

Inlrjcre»»;

Planing, Sawing and Job Work

side)—He barber sternly,

a

«prlnç

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Pine hum
OutsMe work. send In your orders
ber and Shingles on hand CheHp for Cash.

doing Europe by postal card. There's
nothing on them except pictures of the

"That's what Mary calls letting us
hear from her, and eo we have to call it
that, too. It's like a paper chase.
"Last week we were at Berne. There's

feellnç

Also Window & Door Frames,

"Our Mary's doing Europe," said the
very rich banker to his largest depositor,
"and so are we here atnome. We're

For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have

••t with to my a few word» In pral»· of th·
taken II
Troe 'L. F.' Atwood'» Bitters. I have
*11 round
for year» and find It to be the belt
wa»
I
laxative medicine I can set·
and took aeveral bottle»
rerr bad Ust
and It made me feel like a new man. If th!a
testimonial will be of any use toyou
are at liberty
lne t he aaie of your medicine you
a toon to
to ua· It. ThU medicine 1» «urely

I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prlcce.

(Providence Journal.)

CASTORIA

jpTfiTîffBSl

Builders' Finish I

Doing Europe.

resorts and hotels at which Mary is stopping or has stopped or is expecting to
stop, and 'Tours affectionately—Mary,'
on the eighth of an inch margin.

THINKS L. F. MEDICINE
A BOON TO MANKIND

I

Hit It Klelit.
I action caused by over-eating.
Here Is a curious bit of reasoning on
Dates are exceedingly nourishing, anc
couna
north
In
a
little girl
the part of
I also prevent constipation.
The juice of grapes is laxative, but thi
try board school. The examiner wish
con
ed to g »t the children to express moral I skin and seeds are likely to cause
reprobation of lazy people, and he let] Istipation.is a
good substitute for cod
Honey
up to It by asking who were the per- liver oil.
I
did
and
could
all
who
sons
they
got
The juice of a lemon is excellent as ι
nothing In return.
! gargle for eore throat, but should not b<
bul
For some time there was silence,
I swallowed.
at last the little girl, who had obvious
Carrots are good for those having ι
ly reasoned out the answer Inductive I tendency to gout.—Ex.
ly from her home experiences, exclaim
Useful Hints.
ed with α good deal of confidence
be opened quite easily
can
If
I
oysters
"Please, sir, it's the baby!"—London
I do not eat them. They should closi
Tit-Bits.
firmly on the knife when beinj

—

a London

(Baltimore American.)
He was a sad-faced American tourist,
and as he seated himself in a London
restaurant he was immediately attended

SPENT MORE THAN $1000.
W. W. Baker of Plainview, Neb.,
ment Immediately.
And with his heavy mase of stele
t'UED M. COLE.
writes: "My wife suffered from lung
Sept. l'.itb, 190.).
he gave the kylng his dele.
Then
a
tried
She
trouble for fifteen years.
The besague and baston were varied
number of doctors and spent over $1000
without relief. She became very low forms of the mace. The mace used on
and lost all hope. A friend recommend- horseback was a small weapon, usualed Foley's Honey and Tar and thanks to ly of steel.
That used 011 foot was
PEELED PULPWOOD.
this great remedy it saved her life. much
and commonly of wood,
longer
She enjoys better health than she has with head armed with irou rings and
Refuse substiknown in ten years."
spikes. It was carried by tbe escort
tutes. F. A. Shurtleff A Co.
of magistrates and others as a ready
Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
Uncle John was talking of the South, protection against violence. As socie- and
Poplar delivered at
and turned to Morton. "I suppose you ty quieted down and its original use
station.
"Of
he
said.
an
eaw
never
alligator,"
fell into abeyance the thing assumed any
course, I have," the boy replied. "It's the ornamental appearance it now has,
Vegetables as a Medicine.
what hatches our chickens—it's a great
it now being carried in a mere honorWatercress is an excellent blood purideal better than an old ben."
I tier.
ary form.—Notes and Queries.
j Lettuce Las a soothing effect on the
A DOZEN TIMES A NIGHT.

the European pollock; from 5 to 8.
flood; from 8 to 5. to prepare for publication; from 0 to U, the god of love;
from 0 to 0, painful; from 7 to 8, to
subsist; from 8 to 7, wicked; from 8 to I nerves, and is excellent for sufferer?
0, augments; from 0 to 8, an old word I from insomnia.
Tomatoes are good for a torpid liver,
meaning "sick."
I but should be avoided by gouty people
Celery is a nerve tonic; onions alsc
No. 273.—Charade.
.ire a tonic for the nerves.
I
first.
Is
now
my
Hushed
Spinach has great aperient qualities,
Nor can It from Its silence burst;
I and is far better than medicine for euf·
My second sees and lends Its aid;
I fere from constipation.
My tiiikd conies not In time;
Beets are fattening, and good for peo
So all are free to whole this rhyme.
I pie who want to put on tlesh. So an
Ko. 27«.—Central Syncopation·.
L Syncopate pertaining to the sud
and leave to fly.
2. Syncopate to drift along and leave
tasteless.
3. Syncopate a feminine name and
leave epochs.
4. Syncopate a character in "Oliver
Twist" and leave gladly.

Trouble In

expense is no object.
with
The modern baby is not rocked in a piazzas and 3,000,000 windows
over
cradle; rather he is left to lie in a calm 3,000,000 red and white awnings
quiet, with no Jolting or jouncing to them.
"For a tourist who wants to do her
rack the little nerves and lead to sleepband
lessness and crying fits. The scietificai- duty by her parents and who is no
illustrated postal
ly reared wee folks have their bassinettes at letter writing this wireless
telegraph
placed on a table, stand, chair or tabour- card has the cable and
know how
ette, anywhere that will be well removed beaten a block. We don't
from the draughts of the floor. Cleanli- Mary is or how Europe impresses her;
She's
ness, few clçthes, fresh air. and sunshine but we know what she's doing.
are what thé modern baby is brought up buying postal cards."

Find the title of a well known song
ih the picture.

From 1 to 2, the face of a clock;
from 2 to 1, deposited; from 2 to 3, a
a name
province of Spain; from 3 to 2,
for Christmas; from 1 to 4, a name for
Dordrecht; from 4 to 1, walked on;
from 2 to 5, uu artificial water trench;
from 5 to 2, a Chinese coin; from 3 to
C
ti, the upper part of a glacier; from
to 3. level; from 4 to 5, a civil wrong
5
or Injury; from 5 to 4. to Jog; from
to t>. duration; from 6 to 5, to send
forth; from 4 to 7, sesame; from 7 to 4.

in

supersede

OPTICIAN,

No. 6 Pleasant Street.

and Pictures,

All sorts of pretty things are planned
in the baby outfit of to-day; and the way
in which common sense, eclence— in the
shape of hygienic laws and applications—
and Dame Fashion have joined hands to
their
of
minister to the comfort
majesties, the babies, is one of the most
interesting themes of the times.
It is quite the fashion nowadays to be
hygienic. The laws of health are paramount. So Dame Fashion, taking the
hint, has pinned her faith to all things
hygienic for the wee folks; and whatever
is in accordance with the laws of health
is likewise in good standing so far as
fashion is concerned.
Not only must all of baby's clothes be
made after patterns and materials approved by physicians who have made an
especial study of the subject, but all of
the things that contribute to his comfort and welfare, and ever to his amusement, must conform to those same laws
of hygiene.
Everything about the baby must be
washable, and not only waehable, but
they must withstand the application of
boiling water for an appreciable length of
time so that the entire absence of germs
and a sure sterility ie ensured.
Baby's washetand, washbowl—the latter ones are made in two compartments
for two different waters—wash cloths,
treated
sponges and the like are all to be
to periodical cleansings with soap and
water and a stiff brush, some antiseptic
solution having been dissolved in the
water previous to scrubbing.
But even though all these articles of
daily use are made to be what physiciane
term surgically clean—that is, with as
complete an asepsis as possible—there is
simply no limit to-the dainty effects that
are carried out in those things that are
intended to visit the dry or naphtha
cleaner's establishments at close intervals.
For one thing take the bassinette in
which the new baby sleeps. The brass
crib swung from a standard is a luxury
that is not within the reach of all; and
the fact that it cannot be readily moved
around makes the little bassinette to
it in favor with many to whom

on.

House, Norway,

Nichols St..

city.

sure

Tuesday, Aug. 1st, and ist Tuesday
Office
of each following month.
hours, 10:30 a. m. to 4 P. M.
Eyes Examined free.

&

a

place of enchantment
Croeawords: 1. Severe cold. 2. Imagwith
ination. 3. To change. 4. Covered
hair. 5. An Imaginary being, β. Hap-

7

will be at

letter, will spell

but

wearing glasses

GRADUATE

For the Babies.

No.

Paris.

South

DeWI I I on every bo*. All others
■re counterfeit. ηιΜιιο·τ
a. O. OeWITT A CO., CHICAGO.
name

J.

COLUiar, Oxford Democrat, Purl·. Mil»·

ing

up stock

Sold

OorresDondeBoe on loplot of lniere·» totne naie

Doaa's Kidney Pills Brought Strength
and Health to the Sufferer, Mak-

—

Carpets

Wool
to close out

ON

HOBEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

**·w

CASTORIA for Infants and Childr^

Maine.
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